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Education is obligatory in all aspects of human life. The speed of
development and exchange is so high in the world of
communication that all individuals and society try to adapt.
Education today has gone through its traditional methods and is
moving towards virtual and electronic learning.
Today, at the college and University level students have started
thinking about career options, but the question is whether our
country has the facilities to help our dreams soar in heaven or if we
have to go abroad to make our dreams come true. After extensive
research on this subject, it is really reassuring to know that ,,our

future is in safe hands".
In the current world scenario, new inventions, modern
technologies, the growth ofthe economy and competition are the
order of the day. In this emerging globality, India is trying to
position itself as a knowledge-based economy. Higher education
assumes a tremendous importance to face these challenges.
Mangalmay journal has been acclaimed a unique position in
academic world. From its inception it poses the distinct fervor to
meet ambience with academics and professionalism. The issue
Volume I No. 1 in your hand, gives the glimpses of research papers
on various fields. Each paper has gone through a great research
and have depicted great outcomes from the research undergone
byvarious authors.
The various papers included in the research manuscripts revolves
around behaviour of adolescent, factors influencing consumers
online shopping Understanding the essence of work life balance,
A move from Cash to cash less economy, concept of digital
recruitmen! International assignment focusing on the role of
organisation and the family support, Impact of digital market on
the behaviour of the consumers and the role of social media for
women empowerment.
Lastly a book review been covered on company accounts ofthe
most analytical and rationalist writer Prof. R S Singal is a great
example of a combination of simple concepts including practical
examples. Moreovef,, we are thanKul to all the contributors who
have tried their talent best to add some additional value by
contributing in this valuable and prestigious journal.
Further we look forward for various contributions ofthe research
paper in the upcoming journal of Management.

(Dr. Tushar KantiJ
Editor-in-chief
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1. REYIEWOFLITERATURE:
Kumar (2003) studied the brand preference ofsoft drinks and found that more than 65 per cent

ofurban and rural consumers preferred Thums-up and Coco-cola' Singh I't20LL) conducted a

study on,A Comparison of Rural and Urban Buying of Consumer Durables". The author pointed

oJin.i 
"o 

significant difference was observed between rural and urban customers in their

buyrng pattern, timing of purchase, buying the same brand of other durable, number of items,

,rri a"oirtio, of planninglefore buying the consumer durable products' BashacAhmad,Wasi

QOtZ)has conducted thE research on "lnfluence of Demographic Factors on Consumer Impulse

guyi"g Behaviorts. The study has identified positive relationship between impulsive and

demo[raphic factors; impulsive buying behaviours of customers are positively affected by the

aemo!.apnic factors. Sangvikar and frlot" [2012) intheir research article'A Studyof consumer

purctrise behaviour in oiganised retail outlets'f Researchers concludeg thlt the 
:u_:::Ilers'

purchase behaviour variei with price and availability of products and customers spending

pattern shrunk because of poor quality of products. KumaL John (2014) in their paper on 'A
'Study o, Factors Influencing Coniumer Buyrng Behavior in Cosmetic Products". The authors

concluded that there existed-statistically signifiiant differences in Income level by the different

brand dimensions like social, culture and-there was no statistically significant difference in

personal and psychological dimensions. Sharma and Kumar [2017) in their article on "Switching

Lehaviour as a functiJn of number of options: How much is too much for consumer choice

decisions?". The author concluded that the probability of switching was almost a linearly

increasing function of assortment size'

1. OBIECTMSOFTHESTUDY:

. To ascertain the awareness of consumers towards branded ready-to-eat food products'

. To evaluate factors influencing towards brand preference of the consumers'

2, SCOPEANDMETHODOLOGY:

The present study is undertaken to know the awareness of consumers towards branded ready-

to-eit iood products [fast food &chips) and factors influencing brand preference of the

consumers, in this the researchers covered Malwa region in the state of Punjab with 200

adolescents' respondents. The products selected for the study are Cereal based - Fast Food and

Vegetable based - Chips. The data collected for the study is processed and analysed by using

sultable statistical techniques. Frequency, percentage, means, chi-square test and Garret's

ranking.

3. DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION:

PRINI/SSN :097i-7251

I G::: 1-:
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Table No. 1r

DEMOGMPHICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE RESPONDENTS

Demographic Factors Frequency Percent

,: )' DER
Male 77 38,5

Female 123 61.5

13,00 J 1.5

14.00 19 9.5

2 AGE
15.00 L6 8.0

16.00 (] 4.4
1.7.00 4 2.0

18.00 31 15.5

19.00 118 59,0

23.00 1 5

MONTHLY
EXPENDITURE

Rs.0-250 4 2.0

3

Rs. 250-500 31 15.5

Rs. 500-750 118 59.0
Rs. 750-1000

1. 5
Above Rs.

1000
22 11.0

4 EDUCATION

Secondary 56 28.0

Higher
Secondary 49 24.5

Graduation 95 47.5

5 AWARENESS

Secondary 56 28.0

Aware and

Using
200 100

Aware but not

Level 0 0,0

Source: Primary data

i-- \'f /SS/V :0973-7251 Ir3:
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It is seen from the above table that majority 61.50/o of the adolescents' respondents are female

where as 38.57o of them are male. According to variable age, most of the respondents are 1B and

19 years old.rriVhile studyingthe spendinghabits, itis foundthat 57% ofthe respondents fell into
the category of Rs. 2 50-750 as the qualification ofthe respondents are concerned, 47 .5o/o ofthe
respondents found graduate whereas 52.5o/o are having school level education. During study,

100%o ofthe respondents are found aware ofready to eat food products. Chi-square analysis has

used to find the relationship between Demographical variables and awareness level of ready to

eat food products ofthe respondents.

Table No.Z

CHI.SQUARE ANALYSIS

Source; Primary Data

From the above table it is cleared that there is no significant relationship between gendeS

monthly expenditure and qualification of the adolescents' respondents with awareness level of
ready to eat food products.

Table:3
FACTORAFFECTING TO PREFER FAST FOODS FREQUENCIES AS HENRY GARRETT

Sr.

No.

Perticular Value DF Aqrmp. Sig. [two sided) Remarks

L Gender 3.227 1. 0.A72 Not- Significant

2 Monthly Expenditure 8.9 4 0.064 Not- Significant

3 Qualification 5.195 2 0.074 Not- Significant

RANKING MODEL

S

R,

N

o.

Ranks

Scale

Factor

I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX x q)

'.U
U)

0)

I
Reasonable

price 7462 2325 7449 1280 1200 456 477 300 423 430 55.09 3

2 Taste 6BBO 7575 1311 7024 840 627 265 100 1BB 430 68.22 1

3 Quality 7290 3750 1863 1408 840 627 265 250 376 387 60.51 2

4 Quantity 516 1500 1587 1600 840 513 689 105C L5J 731, 54.07 5

5 Brand image 516 750 1518 1984 1560 969 1,1,6( 300 564 516 54.37 4

6 Availability 602 ?00 966 960 12 00 969 L2t9 10 50 705 516 52.2 o

7 Advertisements 6BB 975 lJJ 0 720 797 795 1350 940 60? 47.98 10

I
Packaging

design 430 975 15 18 7024 720 i99 l4B 1350 )87 301 50.84 9

9 Friends 1 q48 825 B28 704 780 797 742 1000 705 6BB 52.82 6

10 Freshness z40B 525 474 576 660 425 )54 200 677 817 52.4 7

PRINI/SSN :0973-7251 
- 

o/VL/NE/SSN :2230-729X
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The results from table 3 indicates the various factors experienced by the adolescents' regarding
fasr food in the study area. Garrett's Ranking technique is employei to analyse the factJrs that
influence to prefer fast food among adolesients. Tire study revealed that, the major factors
experienced bythe respondents are 'taste' (68.22), 'quality' [oo.sr1, 'Reasonable price' lsi.os;,brand image (54'31),quantity (54.07) and frienai Js2.az1 a.e ranked 

"s 
1to 6 through cr.."tr,,

Rankingmethod.

FACTOR AFFECTING TO PREFER CHIP,TXI"OJ'*"ES * HENRY GARRETT RANKING

Whereas the results from table 4 indicates the various factors experienced by the adolescents,
regarding chips in the study area. Garrett's Ranking technique is employed to analyse the iactorsthat influence to prefer chips among adolescents. The study ."u."t"i thac the major factors
experienced by the respondents are 'taste' t68.3), 'Reasonable pricel [62.54), 'quality, 6l.lq,quantity (55.21), brand image [55.64), and availabitiry lSzuj are ranked as 1 to 6 through
Garrett's Ranking method.

4. CONCLUSION:
The presentstudyfocused onthe buyingbehaviour ofadolescents'respondents regardingreadyto eat food products i'e' chips and fast food. During study it was found trrrt *i;orifrr tn"respondents are aware regarding the selected products anditreir average monthly spending wasfound between Rs.Z50 to Rs.750' on the basis of chi-square test no significant difference wasfound regarding awareness and demographic profile of t'he respondents. In the category of readyto eat food products particularly [fast food ana crripsl taste, quality and reasonaur"" pri.irg r."the major factors that infl uence the buying behaviour of adoleicenti' buyers.

Source: Primary Data

MODEL

S

R.

N

o.

Ranks

Scale

Factor

I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X q)

a

0.) r0

7

Reasonable

price 3354 3000 1242 t920 900 456 377 100 747 B6 62.54 2
2 Taste 6BBO 2775 1863 320 240 399 265 350 423 772 68.3 7
5 Quality 7462 3525 2007 7472 1380 399 689 150 147 387 67.77 3
4 Quantity 774 1200 7587 2432 900 7254 37 500 282 737 55.27 4
5 Brand image 860 600 1,242 lo24 2760 774A 7325 500 517 430 54.64 5
6 Availability 51.6 975 1380 572 7200 7824 742 650 470 602 52.12 6
7 Advertisements 6BB 75 276 384 1080 7026 LBO2 1150 846 602 48.33 9

8

Packaging

design 430 675 483 768 420 627 B4B 1650 1927 860 49.39 7
9 Friends B6 1725 276 1024 480 798 689 200 1504 946 48.4 B

10 Freshness 860 300 1173 832 420 9L2 477 250 658 JO / 46.28 10
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A REVIEW ON WEB BASED FACTORS INFLUENCING
CONSUMERS ONLINE SHOPPING

Ms Pallavi Dua
Research Scholar
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ABSTRACT

Er business owners to remain competitive in today's scenario, it is necessary to

F{ understand and adapt with the changing market situations. The growing use of internet

L and online buying among consumers have widened the base of E-commerce market

especiallyin B2C segment. If E-marketers arewellversedwiththe Web based factors influencing

the behaviour of online consumers, they can formulate their marketing strategies as per the

needs and requirements of the customers. This paper focuses on review of literature related to

the web-based factors affecting online shopping. The results showed that perceived ease of

usefulness, online trust, risk perception, convenience, reliability, security of transactions,

internet functionality had a positive impact on the creation of positive intention of consumers.

Comparison of competitor's prices, shortage of time and wide assortment of products available

online were some other factors that have a significant positive influence on online shopping

behaviour.

Keywords: E-commerce, E-marketers, consumers etc.

L BACKGROUNDOFTHESTUDY

"lncreased usage and access of the internet has changed the form of communication and

distribution channels from offline to online where consumers and business organizations make

use of digital means to interact with each other. With the revolution of Internet enabled E-

co*me.c", India has witnessed an increase in the volume of e-commerce retail sales" (Van der

Mee1 Dutta and Datta, 20tZ). "The internet and web technologies have created a unique and

exceptional virtual environment for government organizations, business houses, consumers,

educational institutions and individuals enabling them to disseminate information using

multimedia tools. There is a propagation of large number of websites with huge amount of

information to be communicated to the customers".[Hassan &Abuelrub,200B).

Online buyrng behaviour in general is a very complex phenomenon that comprise various

aspects and is affected by many variables. The impact of the internet is not restricted only to

consumer decision making, rather it also influences the way customers respond and interact
with online retailers in different ways. It is changing the way products and services are

distributed by the online retailers over electronic networks" (Brynjolfsson, Dick and Smith,

2010). "The online websites enable consumers access to multiple retailers simultaneously

thereby facilitating easy comparison of various alternatives, their prices and product features

and lower search costs. Online retailers are facing stiff competition to at[ract customers and

increase theirmarketshare" [Tih and Ennis, 2006)'

,3
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2. SIZEOFONTINERETAILMARKET.ININDIA

The Indian E-commerce market is facing an upward trend and is expected to surpass the uS toassume the second largest position in the world by 2034.lndia's E-commerce retail base is
:a"_.E_d to incre4se to uS$ 200 billion by 20z6from the existingvalue of US$ 38.5 billion as of2077 'The size of India's-internet economyis-expected to muttiptltwo times from existingvalue
of uS$ 125 billion as of April 2017 to us$ 250 uiltion by 2020.ar".rg" online retail spending inIndia was uS$ 224 per user in 2017. The number of online shopp"., i., tnaia is expected to reach
220 million by2025.

3. SIGNIFICANCEOFTHESTUDY

Many studies have covered the areas of online shopping by applying the practices of offlineshopping to the online context. But online buyingpatt"erns ire"entirety different from thetraditional one and existing knowledge base of onlinu *nrr*u.behaviouris still limited andyet
to be explored more" [Dennis et al., 2009). Hence, increasing the theoretical knowledge in this
area, which considers the particular characteristics ofthe online environmen! is crucial

4, METHODOLOGYUSEDINTHESTUDY

This is a conceptual study that mainly aims at drawing out variables that affect purchasing in anonline setup' In this study an exploratory approachlas been adopted to find out the factors
affecting the behaviour of consumers to buy online through study of existing literature in various
articles and journals related to online marketing.

5. REVIEWOFLITERATURE

Several national and international studies have been reviewed related to online shopping andinternet marketing and the application of digital tools in influencing the buying aecisions Jrtneconsumers in online setup. The contribution of the web-based fictors in the area of onlineshopping has been elucidated as follows:

Chen & Barnes (2007) examined consumers' online trust by four perspectives or determinants:
perceived technology, perceived risk, company competency and trust propensity. online trustwas found to have significant relationship with perceived security, privacy, reputation,
customization, familiarity with online buyrng and purchase intention. 

-su.tui 
a Biomqvist

[2010) in their study revealed that loyalty programs and discounts are the most effective salespromotion tools in Europe' other sales promotion tools such as samples, Advertising
specialities, cross promotion were not much significant. Kwek choon ring fzbro) showed thatshopping orientation in context of impulse prirchase, quality orientation, brand orientation,online trust of the customers in online shopping and-prioi purchase experience of onlinepurchases had a positive impact on the creation of positivelntention of customers.
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online environment. Professional graphics, design and capabilities of a website, proper

branding was considered to be effective elements for enhancing the trust factor. Mohammad

Harisur [2012) developed a conceptual model for developing customer's intention and

motivation level towardi online shopping. The model developed indicates that online purchase

decision or intention depends o., th" customer's attitude towards online buyrng and this

attitude further developed by the belief cuslorners pose on perceived consequences and some

other influencing factors.

Nasir [2012) revealedthatfriends andfamilyopinion i.e.word of mouth andreferral plays

a big role in ieating brand awareness among Pakistani women. Friends and Family opinion was

-oit inflrential on Pakistan women's buying decision in comparison to online

recommendations. Fatema & Stephen (2012) revealed that riskperception and trust are the-two

most important variables that influence the consumers intention to purchase online'

Environmental stimuli mainly influence cognitive processes such as risk perception and website

trustworthiness, pleased and aroused consumers are more likelyto purchase and have positive

behavioural intention. Yong and Feng [2013) indicated that convenience factor has a positive

influence on consumer's intention to buy online. The price variable was found to have no impact

on online purchase intentions. Product type characteristics were also found to have a positive

impacton consumer's behaviourto shop online.

Aindrila et.al (20t4) concluded that online shopping behaviour is affected by multiple

factors. product quality, trust on the information provided by online sellers were the factors that

make custom"r, ,"rritirr" towards online shopping. Consumers inclination towards online

shopping is dependent upon the user friendliness of online buying process and variety of

proar.t"of"rings and theialue for money provided by online shopping' L' Richard and Zhang

(201.4)supporid the TAM based research Model indicating that consumer's buying behaviour

and intention in CZC transactions can be easily predicted by checking the impact of sales

promotion, perceived ease of use and perceived usefulness'

Various factors were determined on the basis of the results of the literature survey such as

usability, reliability, trustworthiness on the part of customers, easy access, security of

transactions and efficiencythatassess the qualityof awebsite [Tanushree and Pankaj,2014).

RashidandAminu [2014) studiedthe effectof socialmediapromotersviz- FacebookTlvitter, E-

mail, online chat, E-disiussion was investigated on customers online buying decision. The

results of the study showed that Facebook and twitter were the two most important social media

websites that influenced online buyrng of Nigerian customers' Bulbul Ahamed et' al (2015)

revealed that among the eleven attributes finally selected for evaluation, easy information

searching oppo.t,rnity was considered most important and return facility if needed and

activeneis of customlr care was least important attribute. Garima and Himanshu (2015)

showed that promotional emails, promotional SMS, discounts, user friendly interface,

promotional pop ups, convenience and sales prornotion influences were the factors thatplayed

abigrole in shapingthebehaviourof online consumers'
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Foroozan and Saeid 1201,2) in their proposed model outlined some key factors for
understanding the key issues relevant for building good relations with customers on the
internet. The model consisted of four variables viz-professionalism, reputation,
trustworthiness, technology incentives that have a significant contribution in trust building in
fenyo and Soyoye [2015) revealed t]rat there is a significant relationship between online
marketing and consumer purchase decisions. The unique internet characteristics such as easy
access to information, functionality of the websites, sites usability, interactivity have huge
impact in modifiring the behaviour of the consumers. Otugo Nkiru Esther et. al [20i5) revealed
that Nigerian Youths especially the undergraduate students were regular users of i'acebook,
Majority of the Nigerian youths were well aware of the Facebook Ads ranging from product
advertisements, telecommunication, fashion accessories on mobile phones. Theyouths believed
that using social media for advertisements is good and they had J positiv.e .eipo.rse towards
Facebook ads and said that ifthey are fan ofany brand on Faceboo[ ttrey could think ofbuying it.

Zivile and Gintare [2015) concluded that convenience, simplicity and better prices were the
main drivers of online shopping. Comparison of prices online, lack of time and wide range of
products were the reasons for the online consumers of age group between 25-35 yrs to adopt
online shopping.

Aineah (2016) showed thatthere is a strong positive relationship between intention to purchase
online and Transactional Security, Perceived Usefulness and Perceived Ease ofUse. ierceived
Usefulness was the most important variable followed by Perceived Ease of Use and lastly by
Transactional Security. fadhav & Khanna (201,6) explored the factors influencing buying
behaviour of college students using content analysis. The major influencers found were
availability, low price, promotions, comparison, convenience, customer seryice, perceived ease
of use, attitude, time consciousness, trust and variety seeking. Yi Lim et.al [2016j depicted that
subjective norm and perceived usefulness significant positively influence orti.r" purchase
intention but subjective norm insignificant influence shopping behaviour in a negalive way.
Finding also revealed that purchase intention has a significant positive influence on online
shopping behaviour. Rani et.al t2017) found that the gende. and age had no role in influencing
online buying decisions and poor quality and fakeness were the major negative factors that
deter online purchasing. Social media was the main informational source thal had an impact on
the choice ofwebsites.

6. FINDINGS&CONCLUSION

A lot of research has been conducted till date to evaluate the impact of E-marketing strategies on
the buying behaviour of c_onsumers. The study explored that web-based factors alfecting online
shopping. The findings ofthe various studies taken into consideration for review elucidite that
consumers positive attitude towards online shopping, behavioural factors, demographic
factors, psychological factors, risk perception, trust, prior purchase experien.u oionlin"
shopping, functionalityaspects such as functionality of tlie webiites, internet infrastructure are
the major influencers of online shopping, Nowadays, social media also has a big role in creating

i+
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brand awareness' Facebook Ads and Twitter are the biggest contributors in thai ..:.:=.,.:
Amongst the sales promotion techniques employed, loyalty programs and discounrs a:: ::.:
foremost important factors, For the E-marketers to be successful in their marketing campar::..
they need to understand and imbibe the above-mentioned factors related to the ',-,.--.
environment in their strategies to convert more and more offline prospects into onlrr:
prospects and also to effectively retain the existing one.
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ABSTRACT
ff![1e review of Iiterature on various indMdual and organizational factors impacting work

I life balance of faculty has been outlined. It's the teacher who inspires, cultivates and

L enthuses learning in the classroom. Teachers suffer from unsustainable administrative
demands as various administrative responsibilities have been added to their work along with
other individual and organizational factors. Of late we have seen the movement of work life
balance in the field of Education especially in the area of higher education. There has been a shift
in the role of the Professor now they have become 'Admin-Professors" which is responsible to a

greatextent forthe worklife imbalance of Faculty.

Keywords: Teaching Profession, Work life balance, Administrative work

L. INTRODUCTION:
As employee portfolios continue to be more diverse, the idea of work-life balance is becoming an

important concern for every organization. The growth of organizations and subsequent

workload on employees make them to choose between their dual lives. Work Life balance is the

proper equilibrium achieved between employment on one hand and personal life on the other.

There is a large individual component in that it includes each individual's needs and

experiences, defines the balance and there is not a one size which fits all as we all have different
priorities and different lives. Also, what work-life balance does not mean is an equal balance in
units of time between work and life. A balance between work and life is supposed to exist when

there is proper functioning at work and also at home. Work-life balance is defined as- " The

amount of time you spend doing your job compared with the amount of time you spend with
your family and doing things you enjoy "- Cambridge Advanced Learner's Dictionary &
Thesaurus

On the basis of above definitions Work Life balance is described as the extent of satisfaction and

engagement of a person with his or her work and non-work roles, in equal measure rather than

attemptingto give equal amounts oftimeto workand non-workissues, itis more helpfulto think
broadly about one's personal and professional goals and priorities and the way you use your

time.

WorkLife balance became concernforthosewho are interested inthe Qualityofworkinglife and

the Quality of personal life. In order to achieve academic excellence'Work life balance for the
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Faculty is one of the challenges in today's world as teachers need to spend extra hours dailyto be
more productive and effective to attain higher positions and to produce good professionals. A
teacher can produce a positive generation and can contribute to build the strong foundation for
the nation. It is the teacher who inspires, cultivates and enthuses learning in the classroom. The
teacher with higher well-being and'with strong and mature personality has a strong sense of life
and work commitmen! a greater belief of control and more openness to change and challenges
in life.

2. STATEMENTOFPROBLEM
Teaching was considered usually less stressed occupation. Now a days teaching profession
undergoes with high attrition rates because they are facing problems like disturbed family life,
child-care issues, dealing with disruptive students, innovative ways for making classes
interesting student evaluation, meetings, administrative work. Academic jobs are very
challenging. Teachers need to update their knowledge on every single topic before going to take
the class. Teachers have to be multitasking due to which they are overburdened with academic,
extracurricular workload and career issues due to which they are not able to handle the pressure
of many responsibilities and at times work life imbalance is created. In this climate, managing
worklife balance effectivelyand efficientlyhas become a major challenge forthe teachers. Thus,
there is need to study work-life balance of faculty members.

3. REVIEWOFTITERATURE
Kumarasamy et.al [2015) focused on the influence of factors -emotional intelligence, spiritual
intelligence, organizational suppor! job engagement & technology advancement on employee's
work-life balance. For this paper, stratified sampling method was applied. 12 police
headquarters in peninsular Malaysia was taken for the study for arriving at the results. The
results analysed that there should be a positive correlation to be found among EI, Job
engagement & organizational support which is significantly related to WLB. The authors
revealed that Technology advancement & work overload were found negatively & significantly
related to work life balance. The findings of the study of various variables srpport previous
findings as discussed in literature review except regarding to spiritual intelligen*.

Agha et.al l?,0L7) examined the work-life balance and its relation to job satisfaction of teachers
in the higher education sector. Teachers of Private and public higher education institutions in
Oman were taken for the study. The study concluded that Work interference with personal life &
personal life interference with work had a negative relationship with job satisfiction, work &
personal life enhancement had a positive relationship with job satisfaction. The authors also
clarified that teaching satisfaction had a positive relationship with job satisfaction.

Sudhakar and Ravindran [2010) focused on the hindering factors of WLB options in an
information technology enabled services [TES) sector. The objectives of the paper were to
identifii the inhibiting factors that create hindrance to WLB & at the same time tries to identiff
work life options preferred by employees. Work related factors fdentified were working hours,
shift time changes & frequent travel. Relationship related factors identified'were gender
discrimination, poor relationship with co-workers & lack of supporifrom
supervisors/subordinates.
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Devi and Kanagalakshmi [2015) analyze the contribution of stress affecting WLB of women

employees in II companies and to measure & compare the stress factors affecting WLB of

*o-"n employees. For this paper, Multiple Random Sampling method was applied' Variables

regarding siress A their influence over WLB are measured through Likerts Five point scale.

Stiay wal carried out in Chennai by selecting IT professionals. Result analysed that stress can

,a""rruty rffect oii both physical & psychological factor of women and stress result in feeling of

distrust, rejection, trg"i L depression which lead to health problems such as headaches'

stomach upset, rashes, insomnia,, ulcers, high bp,heart disease & stroke'

Mulay [2014) discusses on various workrelated stresses that affect the worklife imbalance and

,tro i""*rtigate the job load situations atworkwhich create stress among employees' Random

sampling aid questionnaire method was used in the research. The author investigate that in

ordei toichieve a balance between work & life the company policies should be flexible and the

employees should have breaks & time for leisure activities which will lower the work load and'

stress level of emploYees.

Kundani and Mehta.(2015) in their paper ldenti$ring the factors affecting work life balance of

employees in banking sector worked with the objective to identify the major factors influencing

WLg of bank profesiionals in the present day context and to analyze the prominent factors

among identifiLd factors. They usedconvenient sampling on 300 banks employees in )aipur and

analyiethe data via factor analysis, corelation analysis on questionnaire and finds that there

was a positive correlation between work from home after office hours & household work

,urponiibiliUes, between workinghours & household workand between working environment

& negative affitude of supervisors.

Sudha and Kartikeyan.(2014)in their paper "work life balance of women employee: A literature

review" worked with the objective to identiff the various aspects such as career advancement,

work stress, career aspiration, work family conflict, child care in context with WLB & its
practices. In the research they created a women career advancement framework in

organizational work environment and on indMdual context'

Irfan and Azmi[2015) in their paper" Work life balance among teachers: an empirical study"

worked with the obieitive to mipthe dimensions of WLB among teachers and to compare the

employees perception regarding impact of WLB facilities on their performance. They used factor

anaiysis, t-iest, Non proUaUirylorrvenient sampling 4nd ANOVA on 112 questionnaire filled by

. teachers of various school & colleges of Delhi-NCR and Aligarh. In findings there was significant

difference in the employe" pe.c"ption about the impact of WLB facilities on overall performance

of employees with rlspect io some facilities and wellness program was the only facility on what

all the employees has same perception'

S and K[2011)in their paper "Work-Life Balance: The key driver of employee engagement"

worked with the to examini some of the Iiterature on employee engagement, explore work place

culture & WLB policies & practices followed in order to promote employee engagement in their

organizations to increase their employees productivity & retain them. Their findings was that an
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organization which enc-ourages wLB policies & practices will win the benefits of augmentedemployee engagement & also a positive outcome is dependent on a workplace culture that issupportive of using work- life initiatives.

Meenakshi et'al[Z013) in their paper "The importance of work life balance. IosR Journal ofbusiness and management" *ort 
"a 

with the oui".ti*r to in."*ir," Iight on the effects of poorwLB & also gives suggestions to overcome those obstacles. The authors suggests thatimprovements inpeople managementpractices, especiallyworktime &worklocation flexibility,& the development of supportive managers, contribute to increased wLB.

Julka and Mathur[2017) in their paper A conceptual study of wLB among women employeesworked with the obiectives to present a discuss specifically the problems married women facein the process of balancing their work & family life. rrruir n"ain'gs suggests that organizationsneed to adopt human resource strategies & policies to overcometfie issues of the wLB of womenin the current business environment.

Fatima and Sahibzada,l2072-) in their paper An empirical analysis of factors affecting wLBamong university Teachers: the case of Pikistan worked with the objectives to identiSr causes ofwork and family role strain among university teachers ;f il;. ; private sector institutions.They used convenience sampling method, independen,^r"-pt"-a-,est and ANovA on 146teachers responses from both 
-private & public sector uni'o".r'iti"r. Their Statistical analysisreveals that partner suppor! colleague support and job resources are positively associated withthe WLB whereas unfair criticism atjob is negauvely;;;;;;;;;t Wf,S.

!o1$ an! Nlgaraju [2013) in their paper "work life balance of teaching facultywith reference toAndhra-Pradesh engineering colleges-" worked with the objectiuu, io *rr*ine the effect of wLBon faculty performance& work attitude. They used primary and secondary data with stratifiedrandom sampling with 250 questionnaire aiitriuutea to faculties of L4 engineering colleges ofRayalaseema region of Andhra Pradesh. Their finding ,rgguri, itrat racutty undergo severestress as they try to barance their domestic life & prorusrionaliire.

4. CONCLUSION

Teaching is a profession that shapes the characte4, caliber and future ofan individual. A teachercan inspire hope, ignite the imagination and instill a love of tearning in a young mind. Butunfortunately these days' teacheri are overburden-e{ *1,t, .urpo*ibilities otrrer trr-an teactringwhich at times become an impediment to their nrrr trrrottre'conliibution to teaching. If thefaculties work Iife balance-is fractured, job satisfaction and 
"motiorrt 

quotient is Iow and it isvery difficult for an individual tob_ecome good mentorr. uniuu.titils should take some actiontowTd promoting better work-life balarice for faculties, in ora". to ensure excellence inteaching' This understanding would facilitate policy formulations and implementationstrategies of the concerned authorities.
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ABSTRACT

fn lnaia, the vast middle class and its almodt untapped retail industry are the key attractive

I forces for global retail giants looking to enter newer markets, which in turn will help India's
I retail industry grow faster. Indian retail is expected to grow 25 percent annually. Modern
retail in India could be worth between 175,000 and 2 billion dollars in 2015. India's retail food
industrydominates the shopping cart. The retail industry of mobiletelephonyin India is already
a business of US $ 16.7 billion, growing at more than 20 percent per year. The future of India's
retail industry looks promising with market growth, with increasingly favourable government
policies and emerging technologies that facilitate operations.

India's retail industry is the largest among all industries, accounting for more than 10 percent of
the country's GDP and about 8 percent of employment. The retail industry in India has become
one ofthe most dynamic and fastest industries with multiple players entering the market. But all
of them have not yet proven success due to the heavy initial investments required to strike the
balance with other companies and compete with them. India's retail industry is slowly
advancing towards becoming the next boom industry.

Key Words : Retail Industry, Consumers, competitors and Coffee shop

1. INTRODUCTION

It is estimated that the world production of coffee in the coffee year 2009-70 was 123.6 million
bags, which means a decrease of more than 4.5 million bags in the 2008-09 cycle, when
production totaled 128 ,2 million bags. This is revealed in a report of the market report of the
International Coffee Organization of fanuary 2010, excluding additional information that must
come from Colombia and Vietnam. The ICO report also indicates a significant drop in coffee
production in Brazil: around 14 percent, in addition to the shortage ofproduction apprehended
in countries such as Cote d'lvoire; Tanzania, Uganda, Papua New Guinea, Vietnam, Mexico, El
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SalvadoL Ecuador and Peru. It is unlikely that Colombian production will be worth men;;:..:. a

increase. The global supply of coffee is likely to be tight in 201,0 due to the low level of in.:r..
stocks.

In the front export calend ar 2009 closed with a decrease of 3 percent in 94.7 million bags of 97.7
million bags in 2008. Howevet world consumption is provisionally estimated at 130 million
bags in 2008 of 128 million bags in 2007. Domestic consumption in exporting countries
increased by 36.7 million bags. with 35.4 million bags in the 2007 calendar. The Association of
the Coffee Industry of Brazil expects an increase of 4.L5 percent in world consumption [Anon,
20L0).

Coffee production in India is dominated in the mountainous areas of the southern states of India,
with the state of Karnataka accounting for 53% followed by Kerala 28% and Tamil Nadu 77o/o of
the production of 8,200 tons. It is said that Indian coffee is the best coffee cultivated in the shade
instead of direct sunlight anywhere in the world. There are approximately 250,000 coffee
producers in India; 98%o ofthem are small producers. As of 2009, coffee production in India was
only 4.5o/o of total production in the world. Almost B0%o of the country's coffee production is

exported. Of those that are exported, 70o/o goes to Germany, the Russian Federation, Spain,
Belgium, Slovenia, the United States, fapan, Greece, the Netherlands and France and Italy
accounts for 290/o of exports. Most of the export is sent through the Suez Canal. Indian coffee,
grown mainly in southern India under monsoon rain conditions, is also called "lndian monsoon
coffee". Its flavor is defined as: "The best Indian coffee achieves the flavor characteristics of
Pacific coffees, but at worst it is simple and uninspiring." The four well-knowh varieties of coffee
cultivated are the Arabica, Robusta, the firstvarietythatwas introduced.in the Baba.

2. RETAILININDIA

The retail sector has been at the forefront of India's growth story. The sector has evolved
dramatically from traditional village fairs, street vendors to resplendent shopping malls and
plush outlets, growing from strength to strength. According to the Indian Council of Research on
International Economic Relations [CRIER), India is the seventh largest retail market in the
world, and is expected to grow at a compound annual rate of more than 13% through the fiscal
year 2012. In the fiscal year In 2007, retail sales reached 13.3 billion rupees and accounted for
around 33% of India's GDP at current market pricesl. According to the estimates of the Central
Organization of Statistics [CSO), total domestic trade [both retail and wholesale) constituted
L3.0o/o ofthe country's GDP in 1999-2000,which increasedto 15.1% in fiscalyear 2007.

3. GLOBAL RETAIL SCENARIO

Retail trade has played an important role in the global economy. In developed markets, retail is
one of the most prominent industries. In 2008, the US retail sector UK contributed with 31o/o of
GDP to current market prices. In developed economies, the organized retailer has a 75-80%o

share in the totalretail compared to the developing economies, where the unorganized retqiler hos
adominantstake.

\t7
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Figure: Scenario of Retail Indusffy in India

Global retail sales were estimated at around 12 trillion dollars in2007; Howevel in 2008' the

slowdownintheworldeconomy,especialfyi'tf"U:'U:'and'thecreditcrisis'reduced
consumer spending. Gtobally, the economy pe.fo.*e,l robustly until 2007' but the uS crisis' uU

was extended to Europe in early 2008, and its impact was felt in the Asia-Pacific region in mid-

2008.

India has the largest number of outlets in the world at more than 13 million points of sale' and

the average size ofa rtor" l, 50-100 square feet. It also has the highestnumber ofpoints ofsale

[11,903)permiliioninhabitants'Thecommercialspacepercapitainlndiaisamongthelowest
in the world, although the retail store per capita is ihe highest. The malority of these stores are

Iocated in rural areas.

4, RETAIL IN INDIA: INDUSTRY STRUCTURE

The retail industry in lndia is very fragmented and disorganized' Previousiy' retail sales in India

were mainly through small famiii' shops *'1th limited pioducts, popularly known as kirana or

mom and dad stores. tn those times, rooa and groceries were bought from groups of open kiosks

andstandscalledmandis.Therew.erealsofa"irsandoccasionalfestivalswherepeoplewentto
buy. In the twentietf-t .-#u.V, tf-,e infusion of Western concepts caused changes in the structure

of retail trade, There were some traditional retail chains iuch as Nilgiri and Akbarallys that

established themselves in the lines of concepts of western supermarkets' The government

established public alsirlbution systems (fns) to sell subsidized food and started the Khadi

cram udyog to sell clothes made of cotton cloth. During this time' main streets such as Linking

Road and Fashion Street emerged in Mumbai. Some manufacturers like Bombay Dyeing began to

integrate to sell their own mJrchandise. shopping centres or complexes were created, which

wasl primitive form of today's commercial centres'

ONL,NE /SSN : 22i0-729X
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Since liberalization in the early 1990s, many Indian players such as shoppers stc: ?:.. -.Retail India Ltd IPRIL), Spencer Retail ventuied into tie trganized retail sector and ra..,= ::,in many ways since then. These were the pioneers of orgaiized Indian .;;;,1;;;r:. ri ,. -.opening of direct foreign investment in the retail and single-brand cash-and-carrv foii::::snew chapter was deve^loped in the retail space. l'rany uniqu" u.rJ."trir;.;;;;;;; i, "vuitton and rommy Hilfigertook this opportunity. The iash-and-carry format has proven tc j.gateway for multi-channel global retail giants suih as Metro, wal-Mart and resco.

5. RESEARCHANDDEVETOPMENT:

The coffee Board conducts basic and applied research on coffee and can boast 75 glorious yearsin coffee research' The Research Depirtment publishes several magazines and periodicals. Italso offers several services to producer, 
"nd 

urpo.ters. The Board also encourages coffeeconsumption in India and abroad. To this end, the council participates in food andleverageexhibitions abroad. The Board also administers 14 India coffee Houses in the country. The coffeepowderbrand ofthe India coffee Housebrand is well known in India forits qualityanaaroma.

The Board has worked for manyyears on the quality of Indian coffee. The Board runs tvyo qualitycontrol laboratories in Delhi NCR and Hassan, whith control and advise the industry on quatityissues' The laboratories are equipped with the best roasting anJ brewing machines. The besttasters and quality assessors strictly monitor the pre-harvlst and post-iarvest p.o."rr", i.,order to ensure that the quality of Indian coffee is maintained.

6, ECONOMIC&MARKETINTELTIGENCEUNIT:

The Board has an Economic and Market Intelligen-ce unit operating from its headquarters. Theunit undertakes several activities related to information and riarket intellig;c;, .r.t 
"tresearch studies, crop forecasts and economic aspects ofcoffee. The unit also conducts studieson research related to the coffee trade, including t-he prSblems of the wro. Notable publicaiionsinclude the daily market intelligence report, a compllte database on coffee [Bimonthly) and themarket intelligence report [quarterlyj. Periodic ieports that have already been completedinclude coffee Consumption in urban india 2001 ,nd Coff"e consumption in India 2003. Theunit is currently coordinating a study on logistics and competitiveness of coffee producingcountries [lndia, vietnam and Brazil) and a manual about coffee retail sale. The unit is also in theprocess of implementing a project on price risk management for coffee producers. Research andextension, central coffee Research Institute. The central coffee Research Institute, establishedin1925' is located in the heart of the coffee tracts near Balehonnnur in the chikmagalur districtofKarnataka'According to the Indian coffee Board, the national consumption ofcoffee increasesfrom 5 to 6 percent per yea[ partly due to the expansion ofthe clffee-coffee culture and thespread ofthe coffee-drinking habit throughout India even in non-traditional regions. ofcoffeeconsumption in the north.
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The concerted efforts of the Coffee Board and the coffee marketers in the promotion of the
beverage as a lifestyle drinkthrough coffees andvendingmachines have added morevisibilityto
the coffee. According to a survey sponsored by the Indian Coffee Board, coffee consumption in
2008 is estimated at 94,400 tons, 73 percent in urban areas and,27 percent in rural areas fSouth
India). Based on this, the Council estimates coffee consumption in 2009 at97,000 tons and in
2010 at 100,000 tons.

7. CONCLUSION

Coffee consumers baically consume coffee during the morning and night. During the afternoon,
very few people consume coffee. The consumption of coffee also depends on mood, mental
refreshment, mental stress in office time, general occasions, habit and the purposes.of the
meeting, respectively. During the night, a much lower number of consumers drink coffee, also
those who work at night in offices, companies, hospitals and police stations.

AII respondents consume coffee at home, so the internal consumption of coffee in Karnataka is
more than (1, 00000 metric tons). Every day more cafes open in the city of NCR in Delhi. Most
coffee consumers prefer to drink coffee from the cafeteria, as they are more aware of the brand
and health. Many other people drink coffee from small canteens, coffee shops, hotels, etc. These
respondents are mostly smokers and prefer coffee with cigarettes. Therefore, most small coffee
shops also sell cigarettes

The general reasons for drinking coffee, which I observed during the work of my project, are
stress, refreshments, social occasions, habit, etc. The majority of the respondents had given
multiple answers. Most respondents drink coffee to cool off. Workers and students responded
that they drink coffee during breaks and that over a period of time it has become a habit. In
general, almost every household consumes coffee since it has become a habit. Many of the
respondents said that stress and social occasions are other important reasons for coffee
consumption

As most of the young people surveyed said they consumed coffee, either by fashion or
refreshments. Many of the respondents consume coffee due to a social occasion, that is, a tea
party or meetings, etc.
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ABSTRACT

A ft"' a maior and significant move of demonetisation by prime Minister of India, the riextA *ou" lies in making India , .rrt t"r, economy. Demonetization has paved the way for'{ lgrowil' or aigit"r finance in our country. Following this move, Indian government andseveral private players collaborated on initiatives to inciease the usage of digital paymentsacross the country' Tho,ugl India is a countrywh ere97o/otransactions were being done throughcash' it is majorly a cash dependent economy, yet a big transformation is being seen nowadayswith more and more.population using alternate payment methods such as digital wallets,banking apps etc. with the growing trind of digitir pry."nt, lrr.ougt E- payment systems,Paytm, mobile wallets, the effort is to reduce corruption and fraudulent practices in the country.The cumentstudyaims atstudyingthe differentperspectives of cashless economyincludingthe
challenges that needs to 

P-e 
f:ged-+d the ways to overcome them. This paper examines issues inthis. economic policy drift. The findings of ihe study .";;;i;;1# the stakeholders who areagainst the above said move-w-ere mainly due to the reason that they are more trapped in cashbased system and high rate of illiterary inconvenience associated with digital payments,

Keywords: Demonetization, Cashless, Digital, Economy

T. INTRODUCTION

As a consequence ofthe ban ofprevious currenrydenominations of recentfive hundred and onethousand notes, our country has witnessed signlficant i;;;" in the number of digitaltransactions by the mode of plastic money in the form of credit .*ar, j"iii*.J, ,#rl**,other applications such as mobile wallets or e-wallets etc. To further boost this process, thecentral Government have started introducing several plans and packages and measures tobring a transformation in the country in the form of paperless economy. Digital India could be aprogramme initiated to arrange India for a better futu.". th" oigitrl India piogra--" .ouia u" ,leading programme of the Gow of India with a vision to remolel India into a digitally focusedsociety and economy' Taking the country towards cashless Mode is one of the bisggest goal ofDigital India' As a goal of promoting morl and moreuse 
"f 

prp;;;;; ffansactions and changingIndia into cashless society, several mediums of digital pry#;il;."Lttrru.u tike Banking cards,USSD [the Unstructured supprementary service naia;, AEps fAadhaar Enabled payment

Itlangatmay
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System), UPI, Mobile wallets, Banks Pre-paid Cards, Points of Sale, Net Banking, Mobile Ban.:.-..
and small ATMs. ( Sunaina fhingan, 2016).lndian Government is aiming to create the coun::-.- a
cleane4 more transparent economy by adopting digitalization as a mode to create an amica:-=
climate for foreign trade, boost economic activiry, and ultimately lead the country to the another
level of heights amongst emerging economies.
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Electronic Payments[Value in Rs. Lakhs)

Volume [Billion) Value [Rs. Billion)
RTGS 9.5 88512.2

NEFT 143.2 12156.2
CTS 95.3 6990.6

IMPS 65.1 562.7
NACH 272.6 905.2

UPI 6.9 22.O

USSD 188.9 301650.5
DEBIT & CREDIT CARDS

AT POS

237.1 431.4

PPI 89.2 22.3

MOBILE BANKING 61 1.443.8

TOTAL 853.1 109602.0

ELECTRONTC PAYMENTS IAPRTL 2017)

Source: NPCI
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3. MOBILEDIGITISATION-ABOOSTFORCASHLESSECONOMY
With the result of ban of INR one hundred and lesser denomination notes previously in action,
Indian Government has all of a sudden felt an upsurge in on-line transactions Uy ttre people
with the increase in the usage of plastic money and electronic applications such as electronic
cards and electronic wallets to pay for their day to day expenses. However in contrast to rest of
the economies where card payments or plastic money are the major source of payment modes
for payingiheir day to day 

"*iens"r, 
.rrd payments were difficult to attain a good status due to

the disjointed nature of the retail sector. In such a situation, mobile phones serve as a platform
that exhibit a distinctive set of capabilities to overcome the challenges faced by ttre Indian
payments system. Mobiles phones are a cheap source to make payments and access money. It
will expand the last-mile reach of banking services either through business correspondents or
on to the tip shoppers, enhancements within the telecommunication infrastructure, access to
web property and cheap smart phones can eliminate the necessity for hardware supported
mounted line connections. Mobile is a medium that explicitly carries a digital identity, price and
authentication to make cheap access to money services.

4. FUTUREOFMOBILEWALLETSININDIA
As per the analysis of the researchers, by 20l8India will notice a tremendous increase in mobile
walletmarketwhich is assumed to growata compounded annual growth rate of 140%. Similarly
the international mobile wallet market is expected to grow at a CAGR of 34o/o by 2020. The
rationale behind these facts is that India is quickly growing to be one of the biggest markets for
smartphones across the globe. It is expected to assume the second position in the world
replacing United States by 2018. The country is also expected to witness an increase in the
number of mobile internetusers to 314 million from existing number of 280 million.

According to the findings of a report published by Growth Praxis, the market share of mobile
based payments system has multiplied more than five times during the time span of 2 012-2OLS
and is currentlyvalued at $1.4 bn. Approximately 60% of the users in India usld mobile phones
forthe firsttime to access the internet.

5. CHANGINGTRENDS I

In the coming era hard cash is expected to lose its existence in India due to increase in the
penetration of smartphones throughout the country thereby boosting a digital environment
based system. As per the report of Google India and the Boston Consulting Grorp nearly $500
billion worth of transactions will be done through digital payment modes via online ind M-
wallets and other digital pa)rment systems which is ten times the present level.

Number of Transactions (in millions)
600 :.__...........................

500 -- -"- -- tr";'
4oo _, _____ _ffi -
300 ------ --.ffi --- *creditc:ds

200 , *----^ * -*-*@:*-**-* * Debft &ils
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Source: Reserve Bank Of India
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As shown in the above table Paytm is the Ieading M-wallet player in the country with maximumuser base of around 120 million followed by lrZcash with a user base of 40 million, MobiK*.ik
ilii,l#,r" 

of 30 milion user base. Airter Money is having rrr" r"*.r, user base of around 1,7

7' GOVERNMENTINITIATIVESFORMAKINGINDIANECONOMYCASHLESS
our country has seen a widespread increase in the numbe. 

"iiig-irrr 
t.ansactions done throughthe use of credit cards, debit carcls, M-wallets, online payment gateways and other similarapplications' To further boost the numbec the central g;r;.;;; has launched a package ot

il:,"#:*t 
to promote cashless and digital transactions in India. These incentives/measures

1' Public sector undertakings of the central government are giving an incentive in the form ol0'70lo discounton the sale of petrol/dieselJhe payment or,irricrr is being done digitaly,
2' rhe central Government by joining hands with NABARD are providing support to bank_s icset up Point of Sale devices in interi,orvilrages havingpoputati,n of atreast 10000.

3' Service taxes havebeen ab,lished on digitar dearings up to Rs 2000 perdealing.

4' National Payments corporation of India has launched Unified payments Inter:ac: :_transform India inro cashless and digiral 
".orr*f a u;.qr;;rppjication prograr::.:.

il::iiif: 
(API's) provide a practic"al svstem oi cashress r.rnif"., designed'c: ;:,1.;

5' The center has set up a-NITI Aayog committee to formulate techniques ro e::::..:: :.-=process of converting Indian economy into cashress u.ono,,,y. rr,e commiftee rS \.,.^ -.- ._ : _ _spot the easiest digital pavment optitns in a[ the sectors 
"i,n" ..""o,irlriil,; ,- ,:-.;-r'part of the Indian Government straiegyto bring revorution in Indian econcrr\,,

mon(at^ay

LEADING M.WALIET PLAYERS AND THEIR USER BASE IMILLIONJ;;fin millions)
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6. The central Government unitedly with NABARD is providing support to RRB;s and
cooperative banks of the countryto issue more and more " Rupay kisan tards" to 4.32 Iakhs
Kisan Mastercard holders to give them a shape of digital traniactions at pOS machines and
ATMs.

7. All thepassengers travelling through railways and availing paid services such as services
related to accommodation, catering, retiring rooms will begiven a discount of 50% if they
make the payment through any of the digital means.

B. Allthe public sectorundertakings ofthe centralgovernmentand othercentergovernment
departments have taken a joint decision to bear all the transaction fees and M:DR charges
associated with digital payments by themselves and won't let these charges pass on to tle
customers.

9. AII the public sector banks are advised not to charge more than Rs 100 per month as
monthly rental charges from merchandisers for using POS terminab/ Micro ATM's /Mobile PoS. Public sector banks have issued nearly 6.5 likh such machines to merchants to
take advantage of low rentals and thereby promote digital transactions in the economy.

10' Public sector insurance companies have started giving incentives to the policy holders who
make payments through digital means inthe form of discounts orcreditup to a maximum of
10% of the premium to be paid on insurance policies and Bo/o in new life policies of Life
Insurance Corporation.

8. BENEFITS OF CASHLESS TRANSACTIONS

It is very obvious that everJrthing has its pros and cons. Cashless transaction do has some. Some
ofthemare.

7. CoEtroI over Black Money- Black cash has became a hazard nowadays. Currently cashless
dealings have become important to manage the black money. Vvhenerer we have a
tendency to purchase any product, the distributors don't disclos" thui. finrnrial gain to the
govt. and thus don't pay-offthe tax underneath gow. policies thereby contemplaiing black
money. Any properties that aren't underneath govt. policies and also the tax 

-havenit 
been

paid constitute the black money.

2. Control over fake note - It is not possible to form fake notes ifthe cashless dealings are
employed by every individual within the society. During this state of affairi the
government is making efforts to ensure that all the dealings are done on-line.

3' No funding to act of terrorism - Funding to the act of terrorism is completed by the
unaccounted cash ofthe black cash holders. However cashless dealings can eiadicate f,lack
cash, thus no supportto act ofterrorism.
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- rax Payments- No one will store cash with themselves as all the dealings are done on-liir
S r, everyone must paytax for what they need"

: Illicit political funding - Political donation is the major concern within the country.,i'lajorily of the funding within the political parties are unaccountable, that isn,t disclosed br.
:he parties. All that sort of illicit dealings would be stopped if a government foljows cashless
dealings.

: Price of printing and distribution of currency - The price of printing and distribution ofcurrency would be zero for the cashless dealings ,r ,o prp". notes need to be printed and
distributed.

9 CHALTENGES IN THE PROCESS OF CASHTESS TRANSACTIONS-

Illiteracy- is one in every of the foremost issue within the path of cashless group action, as per
- :ited Nations agency report, Asian countries presently his the widest population of illiterate
' iults within the world nearby 287 million. India's is one of the largest countries with illiterate: -rpulation within the world says United Nations agencyreport.

Hacking- is one in every of the problems for cashless group action as per the Economic times
'ssue 3'2 million debit cards information were hacked oith" io."rnostbanks like sBI, HDFC,lclcl:tc' universal money Inclusion- Though Jan Dhan Yojana was a successful project in increaslng:-lnancial inclusion in the country, it har b"", observed thattn".na;orityof the bankaccounts arestill dormant' Approximately Twenty-three per cent of PMIDy accounts are found to be empryand have been declared as zero balance accounts"

Low Penetration of Mobile Banking; The use of M-wallets in fast remodeling of the economyirom cash to cashless is clearly exaggerated. The realiry is ,n^, orly-zernof Asian countries haveaccess to web and a digital penetration of only two irundred .illion users who make use ofd igital paynrent services.

Lack of Digital Infrastructure: The first and foremost requirement of a digital economy is thepenetration of internet and smartphone. Although a billion ;";ii; subscriptions [not usersJ,only 30% of subscribers use smartphones. with :10 million -ouii. int..net users, over 7[ok ofthem are in citie.s while Z0o/o of Indian population lives in villages.

High cash Dependency; India has a high cash penetration in almost all of its transactions tharhappen as B2C transactions. Total cash flow in the marL"t r..orni, ir 12.040/oof the GDp, *,hichis amongthe highest in developing countries. This goes to rh";;;;;*pendence on cash is acureand it requires time to tackle it.
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10. CONCLUSION

The current scenario across the country is a mix ofcash and cashless transactions. Many efforts
are being made in this direction towards turning the economy into a cashless and paperless

economy. Despite of the big initiatives that are being taken towards becoming a cashless

economy; it will take more than a decade to shift from cash to cashless economy. Rushing the

economy into a cashless state without adequate planning and infrastructure will be disastrous
for the country and its consequences will be bad. A gradual approach towards cashless society as

proposed by the Prime Minister is the right way to achieve the goal. If we look at the overall
scenario.ofestablishingthe cashless economy, its benefits and uses in the present system,it can

be said that cashless economy is the need of the hour. It has become not only important but
necessary for the country to go cashless for the systematic development in the economy.
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ABSTRACT

dvertising is one the most effective elements of the promotion mix, due to its highvisibility and reach Advertising has become one of the most prominent and important
social and economic topic in our Indian society. In the present scenario the impact ofmedia on society is immense; there have been many research ili;r;;;h;o#ffi:. ,,various news channels, credibility of the news and tire impact of Media or, ,o.i"ty. There aresome major factors that influence the preference of people which in turn results in higher ratingof the channels, higher the ratings, higher the chances of clients to air their advertisement onthat particular channel. This paper attempts to identit/ the reason that attracts new clients inthe market to advertise with various channels. This paper tires to Iook at the concept ofAdvertising from a different view altogether i.e. from the client point orview, their preference ofchoosing a particular channel ovei another to advertise with reference to GovernmentAdvertisement Sales Department of Networkl g.

Keywords-

P romotion mix, Advertisement, Credi bilitlt

1. INTRODUCTION

In India the media and entertainment Industry consists of many segments such as television,print, and films. Furtherthe micro level segments are Radio, Musii, oorH,Animation,camingand
visual Effects $r! a1f internet advertiiing. Starting from a singie state owned channel withDoordarshan in 1990's there are no* ,io." trran +oo acti,ie channels in the country.Advertisements always play a very prominentrole in formation oif erception of people towards
a product or a brand' Its impact and effects can be seen in all the levels ofthe society.

Television Indusry: one of the major mass media of India is Television with thousands ofprograms in all the states of India. More than half of the households in India own a television,
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National Television Network of India is also one of the largest broadcasting organisations in the
world. There are 15-16 Television companies beaming programmers to India, with the total
viewership of415 million makes ittheworld's highest.

Print Industry: The Indian print media industry is expected to grow by 9.6 per cent over the
period 2Olg.2O. With the growth from Rs 128 billion where in the newspaper industry is
estimated at Rs 112 billion. With the global print industry shifting from print to digital and

showing a negative growth, Indian print Industry is growing strong and is expected to grow.

Print industry in India is the world's second largest with over 90 million copies in circulation
daily after China with 130 million copies in circulation daily Newsprint sums up a major

compo.nent of the cost of publishing a newspaper which is approximately 40-50 percent of the

total cost.

Radio Industry: Radio broadcasting in India started in British India in 1923 which the Radio

Club of Bombay. All India Radio (AIR) was established in 1936 which is one the largest radio
networks in the world including the AIR FM, AM, FM. Almost all the media houses either already
have apresence inthe industryorare lookingto getalicense inthe nextround.

NetworklS startedasamediacompanyin 1993 and sincethenithasbeenone ofthemajormass
media companies functioning into broadcasting, publishing, films, entertainment and web

portals.

Z. LITERATUREREVIEW

Sachin Sinha [2013J in his studyofViewership Preference patterns of News channelwith special

Reference toZee News. The findings of the study showed that Hindi-speaking audience prefer
entertainment even in news channels. It pointed out that change in the tag line of Zee News to
refresh the image of the channels failed as people don't have time to notice these things. He

concluded that the news genre have undergone through a revolution where "news-reader" have

nbw become "ne\fls presenters" and the objective quality of news was changed to stark
subjectivity

Reena Malik [2016) in her study gave an insight of preference of different news channels

among a particular target segment which in turn gave some deep insights as to which particular
target audience behaviour and perception of various news channels like Zee News, AajTak and

ABP News channels. In her study she concluded that there is a difference between each viewer
and their behayiour varies. In her finding she found out that AAI TAK and ABP was the most
preferred television news channel in Sirsa District, Haryana. Another important finding which
needs to be highlighted was that the factor influencing preference television stations was clear
reception of TV station, television station overall image, and viewers need to get entertained and

inform. The corporate social responsibilities of a television station also play a critical role in
influencing preference of television stations viewership of a particular channel's.

Venkanta Nagariuna (2010) and Prof. R. Nageswar Rao, (2015) in their study on viewers
satisfaction towards Hindi news channels at Hyderabad pointed out another major factor

ManEilmay ,Iournal o[ Management & Technology
Volume 8, Numbet l, July - Deceuber' 2018
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affecting the satisfaction of viewers that is the accuracy of information and the reliability, Theanchoring and presentatigl tql" and the quality and content oithe news. Findings of the studystated that more than 660/o of the viewers watch news channel for Iess than L h"our to updatethemselves and99o/o of the respondent was in the favour that the anchoring style played a vitalrole in influencingthe audience.

Dr' Paramveer singh, Assistant Professor; (2016) and Kawaljit singh (2o16)the studysignificantly pointed out another major factoi affecting or influencing the people towards aparticular news channel which is credibility of the ,ru*rihrnn" l.6so/ooltn" ttt ipoputrtion orour nation comprises of youtlr and every iniividual has its own ideology towards the credibilityof the news or information they t"" ,nd hear. This study also frintua out that another majorfactor influencing the mass is the diversity in the progra*, .rn by the channels like debates,panel discussions interviews, sports and Business, documentaries. The findings of the researchstated that on the basis of information gathered from the students that news channel is credibleas they are the protector ofthe societyind play a critical role in developing our nation. Factualand research-based information arso increaies the credibirity ofthe news.

3. RESEARCHPROBLEM

Advertisement sales in one of the major revenues generating sources in media industry thereare only two markets in our nation for Advertisement sales fe. north and south. This industryover the Iast few years has shown tremendous growth, due to the cut throat competition amongthe major channels for attracting clients to invest a large sum of their advertisement budget andair their Advertisement on their channels..Thus,-it is i*porirri to do an In-depth study ofAdvertisement sales in media industry and identiSr su.f, factors on which client,s preferencesare based on.

4. OBIECTTVESOFTHESTUDY

' To identiflzthe reasons of preference of NetworklB by clients over other competitors in themarket.
' To identi8u the factors that affect in switching and retaining of clients over to othercompetitors in the market.

5. RESEARCHMETHODOLOGY

Typeofresearch

The type ofresearch adopted in the present study is an In_depth study
Typeofpopulation
The population consisted ofail the Ministries and department In Delhi NCR

pRrxrlssru : a9B-7257 r 
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SampleSize

The sample size is of 50 out of the total of 56 Ministries which provides reliable results andaccurate facts' The sample size covers the entire North marketforAdvertisementsales.
Samplingtechnique

survey research uses a simple random sampling to collect the responses through an objective-type questioniiaire consisting of 1 L question's.
Methods of data collection
Primary data was collected for this present study. Aw- ell structures questionnaire was designedto collect the Primary data from the respond"ntr. Thu .urporJ"n,l were given objective typemultiple choices to select their particular answers.
Toolsofanalysis

Graphical Analysing: Data will be analysed with the help of tables and graphs using percentage
analysis.

6. DATAANALYSIS

Factors that affect client's preference ofa particular channel over another
In this an attempt has been made to analyse and interpret the collected data and drawconclusion by taking the clients response. The respondent's views on various aspects onpreference of a particular channel ovei other channeli in the market have been pr"r"riJgiu"nbelow

TABLE 1: Table showingthe media Vehicre of most of the department

Media Vehicle
Number of
Respondents

Percentage ofthe
Respondents [%)

TV 1.7 34
PRINT 11 22
RADIO 5 10
DIGITAL 1.2 24
OUTDOOR 5 10
OR ANY OTHER 0 0

TOTAL 50 L00o/o
OUTDOOR 5 10
ORANY OTHER 0 0

TOTAL 50 1.000/o

Description

The following table shows
that respondents maximum
Percentage of their Media
Vehicle usedfor Government

m."gut^a
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Advertising.

40o/o

20o/o

0o/o

lnference

he above table and chart shows that most of the Government Advertising is done through TV
:nd Digital.

TABLE 2: Table showing the number of clients willing to advertise with NetworklB

Respondents Number of
Respondents

Percentage ofthe Respondents [%o)

Interest 43 B6

Not interested 7 1.4

Total 50 100

Description

The following table shows the maximum respondents willing to Advertise with NetworklS
over other competitors in the market

1,000/o

50o/o

0o/o

Interested Not Interested

op'o
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Inference

The above table and chart indicates that most of the respondents are willing to advertise with
NetworklB.

TABLE 3: Table showing which channels of Networkl8 are most preferred to advertise on
among respondents.

News Channels
Number of
Respondents

Percentage of
Respondents (%)

NewslB India 2L 42

CNN NewslB 10 20

CNBC TV18 4 oo

CNBC Awaaz 6 1.2

News18 Lokmat 9 18

Total 50 100

Description

The following table shows the most preferred channel by respondents to advertise on.

45o/o

400/o
35o/o
30o/o
25o/o
200/o
\50/o
70o/o

5o/o

0o/o
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Inference

lne above table and chart indicates 42o/o of the respondents preferred NewslB India to
:dr-ertise on.

l:rus is the mostpreferred channel among other channels of networklg

TABLE 4; Table showing whatthe reasons are for advertise with NetworklB or with a narticular
-nannel of NetworklS over other competitors in the market

Reason for advertising
with Networkl8

Number of
Respondents

Percentage of the Respondents
(o/o)

Ratings ofthe channel 6 12
Market Reach 22 44
Brand Name 10 20
Reliability 11 22
Rates 1 2

Total 50 100

Description

The table shows in detailed the various reasons are for advertise with Networkl8 or with a
particular channel of NetworklB over other competitors in the market.

500/o

40o/o

31o/ct

20o/o

L0o/o

0o/o

=

Brand Name ReliabilitvRatings of Market
the channel Reach
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Inference

The above table and chart indicates that Market reach is the main reason for advertise with
NetworklS or with a particular channel of Network1B,44o/o of the respondents responded that
theylookforthe marketreach ofthe particularnetworkor channelwhile advertisingwith it.

7, FINDINGS

\. The study reveals that TV is most common Media Mixto advertise on among respondents.

2. Hindi news channel is the most preferred channel to advertise on as in our nation the
market reach and viewership of Hindi news channel over English news channel is much
more.

Almost a majority of the respondents knew the brand NetworkL8 due to its market reach
and were willingto advertise with NetworklS or a particular channel of NetworklB.

Amongthenews channel ofnetworklS.The mostpreferred News channels of NetworklB is
NewslB India

5. The study also indicates that market rdach of the news channel is a major factor in
infl uencing the preference of clients.

6. In Advertising sales iLatings o f the channels does not affect the clients.

7. Brand Names is one the factors that to an extent attract new clients to advertise with the
news channels.

SUGGESTIONS

,3

J.

4.

To maintain a good brand name is necessary in atffacting new and retaining the clients in the
market, with Digital market showing such rapid growth TV however is the major Media Mix to
advertise on among Government advertising clients, in order to do so maximum market reach of
the channel is perhaps a very important factor that influence the clients to invest and advertise
with the channel. Credibility or Reliability of the news does not influence the clients when it
comes to advertising sales with Government Ministries.

r.,7 
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FINDINGS

The study reveals thatTV is most common Media Mixto advertise on among respc:. J=:.:.

Hindi news channel is the most preferred channel to advertise on as in oLlr na:.,: :-.
market reach and viewership of Hindi news channel over English news channel rs : -,:
more.

Almost a majority of the respondents knew the brand NetworklB due to its market reac:
and were willingto advertise with NetworklS or a particular channel of Networkl,B.

Among the news channel of networklB. The mostpreferred News channels of NetworklS is

NewslB India

The study also lndicates that market reach of the news channel is a major factor in
influencing the preference of clients.

In Advertising sales Ratings ofthe channels does not affect the clients.

Brand Names is one the factors that to an extent attract new clients to advertise with the
news channels.

8. SUGGESTIONS

To maintain a good brand name is necessary in atEracting new and retaining the clients in the
market, with Digital market showing such rapid growth TV however is the major Media Mix to
advertise on among Government advertising clients, in order to do so maximum market reach of
the channel is perhaps a very important factor that influence the clients to invest and advertise
with the channel. Credibility or Reliability of the news does not influence the clients when it
comes to advertising sales with GovernmeFlt Ministries.

9. CONCLUSION

This studyAn "ln-depth study ofAdvertisement sales in Media industrywith special reference to
advertisement government sales department of networklB"helped to understand the
advertising phenomena from the point of view of clients who invest and advertise with various
channels.The study also gave an insight of how an advertising sales department concerning
government sales work of any media industry. We can conclude that Network 18 has a strong
viewer base. The clients still prefer Hindi news channels over other language channels and also
Television remainthe mostcommon andwidelyused Media Mix.
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ABSTRACT:

The fully digital world is changing the way we live, how we work and how business is organized
and conducted. For HR and business leaders, this digital transformation poses two fundamental
challenges. First, the human resources department can help business leaders and employees
change to a digital rnindset, a digital way of managing, organizing and leading change. Second,
HR has the opportunity to revolutionize the entire employee experience by transfbrming HR
processes, systems and organization through new digital platfurms, applications and ways to
deliver IIR services. In my review paper the discussion is on the trend focuses on the secondpart
of the digital human resources challenge: how to reimagine human resources and the
experience of employees in a digital world.

Key Words: Digital Platforms, New trends, HR processes and employees

I. INTRODUCTION:

Today, there are more than 7 billion mobile devices in the world, and more than 40 percent of all
Internet traffic is run by these devices. Howeve[ human resources teams are far behind in the
deployment of mobile solutions, Currently, less than 20 percent of companies implement thelr
human resource productivity solutions and employees in mobile applications.

Designing mobile applications and considering end-to-end user experience are new disciplrr-s
for human resources, which combine design thinking with applications, video, social and mc b..:
technologies.

Designing mobile applications and considering end-to-end user experience are nen,drscl;,..:.:.
for human resources, which combine design thinkingwith applicati,ons, video, social and ;:: :.. 

=technologies.
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Digital HR, which combines social, mobile, analytical and cloud technologies (SMAC), represents

, ,i"* platform to improve the experience of employees and candidates. While providers are

offering solutions, companies muit create their own strategies and integrated programs of

digital human resources.

The era of true digital disruption has finally affected HR, transforming the way HR offers

solutions to employees. Withthe founding ofWorkdayin 2005,the acquisition of SuccessFactors

by SAp in 2011 and the purchase of Taleo by Oracle in20!2, HR remains at the forefront of the

transition to digital and ihe cloud in the workplace, The barriers between work and personal life

dissolve through the use of mobile devices. Mobile devices have become the channel of choice for

workers, giving organizations the opportunity to push the adoption of mobile human resources

technologies to a degree rarely seen in traditional HR platforms'

Imagine integrated applications that can manage time and attendance automatically; identif,i

each-appointment and meeting place; offer video learning on demand to participants in a new

pro;ecijsend messages to a team when someone is late for a meeting; control stress levels and

."co-me.rd when itls time to take a break and even review the 401 [k) plans and offer smart

recommendations. This is the new vision for digital human resources: integrate SMAC

technologies to redefine the employees'experience and make work easie[ in real time, more

productive and more rewarding, while, we hope, improve the balance between work and family

life.

Human resources teams are now reconsidering the way people work and adding digital tools to

improve these solutions. The impact of design thinking can be experienced more deeplywith the

aigitat "application". InstEad of creating a system of incorporation, a learning system, a

p"ifo.*rrri" management system and a system of collaboration and training, design thinking

tringstogetherthesesolutions in integratedapplications thatimprove employee experiences in

all areas.

When these functions are transferred to applications in an intelligent way, HR can receive 10

times more responses from employees compared to traditional systems. The quality of the data

may increase. Ai expected, the leading companies in all industries are adopting this trend.

This new world of digitat human nesources is rapidly arriving but, according to this year's

survey, only 38 p"r."it of companies are thinking about it and only 9 percent are completely

ready, Almost three quarters of companies, or 72 percent, believe that this is an important

prioiity and 32 percent define itasveryimportant, so itwill be an importantarea of opportunity

for Human Resources in 20L6. [See figure 1 to see respondents' ratings of the importance of

digital human resources in global regions and selected countries')
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Fig 7. Digital HR : percentage of respondents rating this trend ,, important , or ,,very important,,
Digital H& howevec is more than just creating applications. It covers the development of a newmobile platform with a w1f9 ralsl of applications created with analytics technology and in thecloud behind the scenes' This platform can ue used forhundreds of applications: from time andattendance to employee well_being, recruitment, .olh;;;;ti*l gort ."ttlrrg and more. Thedesign is integrated, the user 

"*p".iin.u is aware ofthe location and the integrated data is usedto inform and make recommendltions to users through"utth";;;. 
-

2. CURRENTHRANDDIGITATHR

This approach represent-s- a completely new way of thinking about human resources solutions.while the replacement of legacy iystems in the iloud is ,, #;;;;;t part of the transition, so isthe adoption of design trrint<ins, the integrated design or'rnouiiu applications and humanresources operations in real time. The principles of behlaviourarelo.,omi.s, the use of analysisand constant iteration in.design also support ihese efforts. r, rr..""a in this new paradigm, HRteams are likely to have to partner wittrlr ,aopt a"riln ,rrrr"r.irg, ,r" integrated analysis andanalyse vendor solutions with care' It represents a new world foihuman resources design andtechnology teams, which will open neilprofessirnrt oppo.iuriii", ,"a transform the impactthat human resources have on ttre business.
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Digital HR
Integrated HR platform [policy, process, systems, operations)
Mobile-first apps
Digital design
Human-centered, experience-driven design
Real-time Ionce and done)
Operations centers
Real-time interactive dashboards
Integrated analytics platform and dashboards

Fig 2: Ditrerences between current HR and digital HR

L. LITERATUREREVIEW:

As a first important area, the .or."ri of "digital employees" refers, in a figurative sense, to
supposedly greater changes in the central theme of the HR profession: labeled with various
terms such as "digital natives" [for example, Prensky, 2001-) , "millennials" [eg Deal et al., 2010)
or "network generation" (eg Tapscott, 2008), assumes that early, intimate and lasting
interaction with digital technologies has shaped a new generation of people with distinctive
attitudes, qualifications, behaviors and capabilities. expectations. Early publications on the
phenomenon suggest that, based on long-lasting interaction with digital technologies, this new
cohort of people is generally characterized by marked digital ratings, multitasking capabilities
fin particula6, rapid and parallel processing of information), affinity to establish networks, learn
by doing and preference of instant gratifications and frequent rewards (Prensky, 2001). With
this in mind, literature is also concerned that these differences will aggravate or even impede
mutual cooperation and understanding between generations [eg Lancaster and Stillman,
2002).
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Di$tal HR, howeve5, is more than just creating applications. It covers the development of a new
mobile platform with a wide range of applications created with analytics technology and in the
cloud behind the scenes. This platform can be used for hundreds of applications: from time and
attendance to employee well-being, recruitment, collaboration, goal setting and more. The
design is integrated, the user experience is aware ofthe location and the integrated data is used
to inform and make recommendationsto users throughoutthe day.

Z. CURRENT HRAND DIGITAL HR

This approach represents a completely new way of thinking about human resources solutions.
While the replacement of legacy systems in the cloud is an important part of the transition, so is
the adoption of design thinking, the integrated design of mobile applications and human
resources operations in real time. The principles of behavioural economics, the use of analysis
and constant iteration in design also supportthese efforts. To succeed in this new paradigm, HR
teams are likely to have to partner with IT, adopt design thinking, use integrated analysis and
analyse vendor solutions with care. It represents a new world for human resources design and
technology teams, which will open new professional opportunities and transform the impact
that human resources have on the business.
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Current HR delivery
Transactions and processes
Systems with web browser access
Paper-based forms moved to web forms
Process-based design
SLAs fservice level agreements)
HR [and shared) seryice centers
Periodic reports
Analyfics add-ons
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It is obvious that HRM must react to these chang.es and align its strategies and activities with this
ffy,Htti:i'""j*:J3:*::',1'l::I,'::',1'-'1!1";;i;;;.'.l,il a"u"rop, compensats etcto such "digitar emproyees,' and, in ,ddil;;,";';J*;;il#;HH:J,[::l;il[rr""XX11]iiil
employees' Howevel ongoing research on 

.the 
subject could expose assumptions such asoversimplifications and excesiive generalizations. The g.r".rii*^of younger emproyees whogrew up in a digital environment=is considerabry. moi .;fii;; and heterogeneous, wh,e,howeve4' there are obvious differences ttrai musi l" .onriau.'"J'ifor example, Bennett et aI.,2008, Helsperand Eynon,2010). The challenge for Hnfvf, tfierefoii, i., to ia"ntifythe real changesinduced digitally in the attitudes, qrriin.'rtions, behaviors ,rrJ 

"rp".trtions of youngeremployees, while avoiding stereotypes ana lonsiaering th" h;i;r;;;eity of rear changes. Basedon this, the strategic and operatiorrr rarftriio, 
"i,y{, ,3 , .nrrgi"g workforce is a necessarystep to support organizations beyond. tnihis way, "digital employees,, constitute a first notablearea of digital changes and challenges for the human,.esou.c"i piofession [for example, D,Nettoand Ahmed, 2 0 1 Z, and contributiois in f,f g"t ;f ., ZOIZ).

A second important area could be called "digital work",referring to the content in terms of workorganization' In relation to the content of the.worh the aigiir'tirrtio, in progress implies anincreasing automation of the manual anJ routine wor\, and-a ,iL* Uut constant change of theremaining tasks towards the "work of the brain and the infor;;i;"r',. Given that all the currenrinformation is digitar, digital or digitar ; inr*a"n,.200g, page 1g), the information work of theemployees depends more and -o." o, the toors rna aifitrr iledia. As a resurt, employeequalification demands have continually changed, and in particurai;,aigirrt ti,"racy',, understoodas a broader set of both technicar and merrrr 
"u_,r_,1i", 

," ,i;;;;;;;;aily acquire, process, produceand use information [for example, sr-Ju, ,2lag;Nawaz ,.rax,rnai, 2010) _ is a crucial keyqualification for more and,more employ""r' r" order for notr, inairiaual employees and entireorganizations to be able to keep up wittrthe digital change, Hnfr4 frrr,, prepare, accompanyandoften systematically cushion triir rrrting .hrngu i, iiu a"ri"nt and the correspondingqualification demands in its many fr.;ir: In adiition,'u"yr"Jin" content of the work inparticula4' the organization of work is affected by digitization. Digital technologies have allowednew ways of organizing work ranging from unique irirturr ;;.kpi;..s, to virtual groups, teamsor communities' and even to vi-rtual organiZation. rro. """-pr",'pJ*er et al., 2004; Hertel et at.,2005 J' while there are several varietiJs of digital orgrnizatin *orlr,rr" general principle is tosupport and connect people who perform taslis throrgh ;#;iil;rmation and communicarion
l"*l*mand 

to organize work across the border.;f ffi;;rph|, o.grnirrtion and the fime in

4. CHANGINGMODERNTECHNIQUESFORRECRUITMENT:

1. AI

when itcomesto recruitingtechniques,artificial intelligence is alreadyplayingaveryimportantrole in the way companies iind n"w tateri.-ihe rationarization of the process is essential That,ssomething AI is exceptionally good at. suiw;at kind of tools are going to read your road? Theseare some ofthe mostpowerful options:
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Chatbots: quickly access candidates, obtain suitable candidates and can direct them to the
correct role. They are a reactive way of dealing with the mass of excellent talent: already
powerful, they have the potential to save recruiters a lot of time.

Analysis of opinions: can be used to adjust the specifications of the work in the case of a skewed
or disagreeable language.

Rediscovering talent with an ATS (Applicant Tracking System), AI can scan your data records
and find previous candidates that complywiththelaw.

2. VirtualReality:

VR is an exciting prospect. Some industries have virtual reality headsets designed to interact
with candidates to a greater extent than ever before. The use of VR shows that your company is
an innovator at the forefront of technology. Send positive messages, even if it is timely arld
expensive to integrate them into your recruitment strategy.

Many brands are testing distinctive experiences to change their hiring process; The fet online
store, for example, offers a virtual reality demonstration of its corporate culture. Candidates can
access this remotely from anywhere in the world to see what awaits them in case they decide to
workthere

3. RiseofPassiveCandidates:

Targetingthem with newtempting possibilities, such as a higher salary and more responsibility,
may be enough to earn their interest. The popularity of obtaining "passive" candidates has
skyrocketed in recentyears, as it can help workers who are not jumping from one role to another.

4. Videolnterviews:

ryl/hether a candidate recites 200 miles away or in another country altogethe4, the terribly
archaicpractice of draggingcandidates forinterviews is comingto an end.

It is a waste of time and money when we all have access to Slqrpe, FaceTime, Google Hangouts
and otherforms ofinstantcommunication. Itis atime savingforall concerned: you ean eliminate
the less suitable candidates after a short selection visit and then present your first selection once
you have one or two in which you are really prepared This is particularly useful if you have
potential candidates abroad, who may not be very interested in getting a flight for a first-stage
interview

5. SocialMedia:

Now a days social media is growing for becoming a great place to head to recruit. It includes
Facebook Twitte6 Instagram, Linkedln, Tumblr and all professional networks to get in touch
with other professionals. As now there is an increase in the employees of Generation Z which are
using more of this mode as it is attractive and cost effective.
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6. ApplicantTrackingSystems:

Efficiency: Record all your recruitment campaigns and candidate information in one system,

Candidate data: with the talent that adds its details to your system, you already have access tc a
group of workers to perform similar functions in the future.

Candidate experience: it is easier fbr candidates, since it can meet new recruitmeni
expectations, such as mobile device-based application environments.

Management reduction: once again, delete the flle cabinets and optimize everlthing through a
recruiting centre, there will be no more file surplus in your Company or organisation.
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Fig 3: An ATS can be very usefur when it is about Tarent Acquisition

7. OpenEndedfobPosts:
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The idea behind this is to encourage all those involved to hire people over their ab ji,t.:-r, .:. :.-.=
recent past, it has been common to choose the candidate with the most experlence t:. =-,- :.thatthis should undoubtedlybethe bestoption.
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5. CONCLUSION:

The current workspace is undergoing drastic changes and technology seems to be driving these
changes. The paradigm shift has resulted in a change in the way we work, engage and relate to
work and life. With this change, the biggest challenge envisaged is how to manage and maintain
the human capital of a committed organization.

The most recent reports show that around 70o/o of CXO considers that internal capacity and
capacity shortages are the main reason for the failure of business models. Reports suggest that
this division will expand further in the nextthree to five years. The Human Resources team has a
gigantic task to shorten this division.

In a period when the emphasis is on everything digital, the DNA of the Human Resources

Organization seems to be undergoing a profound change. The digital transformation in today's
workplace seems to be the key in the lock. Nowadays, the Human Resources area is playing a vital
role, not only contributingto the "Ethos Digital".
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ABSTRACT
Globalization and international assignmentare not something very new in the market but theyhave been started years before. Thuy provide a range oroppo".turities for the organizations aswell as employees' International assignments are very critiiat in nature and companies haye tobe very sensitive plus alert in this regard. out of many factors which impacting internationalassignment family and organizationai factors are placed at par because they play major role inthe success of an international assignment. Human .urour." professional are more responsibleto find the right person for the right international vacancy because a failed internationalassignment can be very risky both ior the employees and organization. International humanresource has been very different from domestic as it deals with"number of issues while sendingan employee overseas. In this abstract, we.trief to find ort offiirrtional and family factors

Hll.*l:or",ng 
international assignment. Furthermor; ;;;;;;rnd the status of exparriates

Key words: Globalization, Expitriation and Internationar Assignmenl organizational andFamily Role

1. INTRODUCTION

The word expatriate is no more thrilling for the companies around the world. These days, homesuccess is not a matter of satisfaction ior the companies. companies are looking for mergers,acquisitions or investments opportunities in ordei to rrave existerrce in the global market andthe globalization has created such an environment for the .ornprni", Nikolaeva, T. G. [2010).Globalization has given 
liJth to the expatriation around trr" gto;'e ;nd it made it mandatory forthe companies to expand their businesies and operate in the i'nternational markets. Therefore, itis compulsory for the companies to discover ways and procedures to stay competitive in theinternational market' Furthermore, Globalization is playing major role in the development andenhancement of human resources. Globalization brings tuslnur, ,.tiuiti", together and helpingcompanies to operate.in countries where opportunities are best [Adlea 2002; Evans,pucih &Barsou& 2002)' Multinational corporations require skilled and highly educated international
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human resources in order to get the possible benefits of globalization or tleir interm*irlrsr
operations around the world. There are some of the forces which are motivating and ha.i4
numerous multinational companies to set up branches/ subsidiaries or establish straEgic
alliances in the host countries Thoo, L., & Kaliannan, M. (2013). These forces can be first
relocation of knowledge such as tacit, technical or managerial, Reiche & Harzing [2008 - 2009)
seconil control and 

-coordination, 
Reiche & Harzing [2008 - 2O0g) third commercial

opportunities provided by the rising markets, fourth to gain access to low cost input factor
Rothaermel [2013) and etc.

The domestic human resource practices have been changed to international human resource
practices due to international business expansions which bring several latest challenges for
human resource professionals and researchers Bhatti, M. A., Sundram, v. p. K., a Hoe, c. u.
[2012).Aresearch byThoo, L., & Kaliannan, M. (2013) shows thatinternational huma{r resource
management and local human resource management are two different things, they typically
differ from each other due to the international assignments complicated nature. International
human resources management is broader than domestic humin resources management in
numberofways.

For example, when a company has international operation it must have international human
resources division in the companywhich will be in charge for number of activities like providing
visa and legal related papers to the employee who is taking an international asiignment,
organizing training and orientation on number of issues Iike language and cross culture
training, facilitating organizational support to the expatriate and family members during
international assignmenf ensuring about safety and security issues of expatriate and family in
the host country, designing of international human resources strategies ind plans for smooth
functioning of overseas assignmen! offer career growth, family relocation, children education,
and many more which definitely a international assignment so complicated and different form
domestic human resources management.

Expatriation and globalization have been started together because they are interdependent of
each other like globalization is not possible without expatriation and expatriaiion needs
globalization. The term expatriation means the process of sending employee to a foreign market
for certain time period in order to achieve or complete speciiic organizatioial goals.
Furtlermore, an expatriate can be defined as a person who is working in company's subsidiary
in the host country for the reason to achieve certain given organizational objectives.
Expatriation is very critical in nature and is very challenging for the multinational corpoiation to
maintain this process in order to stay competitive in the global market. Expatriat-ion is very
expensive process for the companies and it involves different stages. Thus, multinational
corporations have to handle it in a very careful and well-organized way. Studies show that there
is no guarantee for successful expatriation or international assignment because there is high
failure rate of international assignment in the market. Successful international assignment is
dependent on numerous factors. International assignment has normally three phlses, first
movingto a foreign marketto perform an international assignmentwhich is called expatriation,
second completing the overseas assignment while your stay in the host country and third
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returning home country which is called repatriation. These phases have their own issues and
concerns for an expatriate. In order to avoid failure rate of international assignments,
international human resources professionals in the company have to select the right person for
the right overseas job which is really difficult and most of the companies are struggling to find
the right international human resources for their overseas operations. Moreove4, companies
have to organize pre-departure trhining, post arrival or during stay training and training at home
country when the expatriate and family returning home.

Expatriates may face certain issues during their stay in the host country and these issues ranges
from organizational concerns like inappropriate strategies in the home country poor
communication system, reporting issues, culture issues which includes different norms and
beliefs, diverse clothing as well as different tim e zone and behaviour's pattern, family issues for
example spouse adjustment, children education system, safety and security and companies
should try to minimize them in order to reduce the failure rate of their international
assignments.

In the context oflndia, there is no constructive research on expatriates in the country and India is
the most favourable destination for expatriates around the world. Beside expatriates, India has
great number of self-initiated expatriates who are working for companies in India and they have
not been sent by any organization but their expatriation is self-financed. At the end, we would
like to further explain family and organization role during an international assignment
separately in this paper.

Z. ORGANIZATIONAL ROLE DURING AN INTERNATIONAL ASSIGNMENT
(

Organization is the backbone of an international assignment and without organizational direct
as well as indirect suppoft the success of an international assignment cannot be imagined.
Companies need to take care of factors like job satisfaction, job timing, reporting structure,
communication channels, promotion opporEunities, salary and compensation, job clarity, role
and responsibility of the job, authorization, training and orientation programme, career growth,
safety and security, children education system, friendly working environmen! and many mor€
in order to ensure the success of an international assignment in the host country. In addition,
companies should always update their employees who are in the host country about the changes
in the home country because, employees who are returning home after completion cf ::..
overseas assignment cannot adjust in the home country due to certain changes which happe..=.
in the organization as well as in the home country. Generally, employees who return home c, -.
Iike to continue their work with the company in home country as they don't have motira -::. :
work further with the same company and they are looking for better opportunities ::::.: :

home country or in elsewhere. Ignoring of these factors have negative impact on inter:,:.. . ,
assignments and would convert them into failure. It is mandatory for the organ.za:.-i-: :
provide the best working environment in order to retain their international emploi':= s , - -. :
international employees will be able to complete overseas assignment successi-.. '; - : - -

environments. Companies need to keep their international employees motir.aiec at - -. - - -

i+
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country in order to utilize its overseas employees' learning in the home country once they are

returning home. In general, companies should focus more on working environment in the host

country L".rr.", these days working environment is very diverse and people from different

cultures, backgrounds, with special beliefs worktogether under one roof. Thus, working in this

sort of environment is verytough and an expatriate should be capable of adjustment in order to

complete his or her assignment successfully. Moreovel companies should provide

discrimjnation free working environment for their employees in the host country because one

failed international assignment can make a big different to the company.

In Indian context, companies have more effective role during an international assignment of an

expatriate. It is for t-he reason that India has got diverse cultures, different norms and

relulations, major differences inthe clothing too manylocal languages and food diversiqywhich

can impact an overseas assignment in case they don't be covenanted watchfully. Therefore,

.o*prrri", operating in Indii and wanting international staff they are more responsible than

thosl companies which are hiring international staff in other countries because most of the

countries in the world are not as diverse as India. Hence, for expatriate it is easy to adjust when

there is less obstacles and differences in the host country. In conclusion, we say that

multinational organizations have understood the importance of international assignment and

they realized thit their international business operations are based on better expatriate

p"ifo.-rr." and productivity [Selmar: 2006). Therefore, they have invested huge amount of

money and resources to improve their international manpower.

3. FAMILYSUPPORT DURING INTERNATIONATASSIGNMENT

Family, something that cannot be ignored while selecting an employee for an international

assignment because without family an employee may not perform his or her international

assi[nment efficiently. For that reason, international human resource professional should

conJider family while selecting an employee for an international assignment. Family issues and

concerns are playing major role in decision of an expatriate whether to accept an international

assignment or refuse it. In a few cases, expatriates who accepted an international assignment

andleft family home, experienced enormous family issues and even family separation. Hence,

family support is very critical for a successful international assignment. There are many factors

which convert an international assignment into success but family related issues is the most

important factors which impact the international assignment directly as well as indirectly.

Family related issues ranges from inability of spouse and family members to adjust in the host

country, Iack of proper education system for children, difficulty in local language, lack of social

network and social interactions, safety and security issues, sometimes care of aging parents,

and spouse career growth, if these family related issues deal well then definitely an expatriate

will be able to p"rfo.* most effectively during an international assignment because family

support is mandatory for a successful international assignment. Family support provides

uriiorr benefits to an expatriate like gMng potency to the expatriate to focus on given

international assignment, keeping the motivation level high to perform effectively, reducing

family concern of an 
"rpatriate, 

helping an expatriate to adiust faster in the host country,

assisiing an expatriate to overcome work environment issues soone4 supporting an expatriate
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:o perform an international assignment successfully by all means. It is not mandatory al1,a1-s tc
-'end an expatriate with farnily for an overseas assignment because an expatriat" .in p".io..
:roductively in the host country too, if the company provides proper assistant to his or her
:amily in the home country.

ln Indian context, we would like to saythat family support is important more than anything else'cecause 
an expatriate maynotbe able to adjustln thii dlverse country.

RESEARCHOBfECTTVES:

To identify those family and organizational factors
performance of an expatriate.

which support the effective

4.

5.

To understand the status of expatriates in India and the
international assignment in the country especially those
related issues and concerns.

RESULTSANDDISCUSSION

problem they face during an
of family and organizational

There is no doubt that India is one of the most powerful economy in the world and it became oneof the most favourable destination for expatriates around the world. Moreove4, companies
around the world are more eager to invest in this country which is full of opportunities and offer
the best reasonable workforce in the market. Unfortunaiely, there is no constructive research on
the topic and kind of expatriates living as well as working in India but most of Indian expatriates
are working overseas. There are various companies operating in India having 

"-ptoy"", 
.rot

only from home country but also from host country as well as tf,ird country nationals. There areIndian origin companies which are hiring self-initiated expatriates due to lack of technical
knowledge or expertise in the country.

International assignment offers direct and indirect benefits to the companies as well as
employees' So, an international assignment is a matter of pride for both tire employees andorganization. Failed in-ternational assignment doesn't only affect the company but'also the
employee because it will demotivate an expatriate and wlll have major effect on his or her careergrowth as well as self-image. Decline in international operation, loss of market sharg and lose of
company image are some of the failed international assignment risk to the company. Family andorganizational support are very important during an international assignment Lecause thJy arethe most critical and main factors whether to accept an international-assignment or relJ:t itCompanies should provide the best possible organizational direct and indir"ect support to theiremployees overseas in order to sustain them and stay competitive in the overseas marke@lae.
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ABSTRACT:

With the battlefor talent looming large, the attrition rate in Service Sector has been climbing up at
an alarming rate. As per a survey done by AoN Hewitt in 2016, the ottrition rate in service sector
was L9'30/o compared to 12.2% in manufacturing sector. Companies are losing intellectual capitaLin addition to financiql lass qnd rise in cost of hiring. They have introduced several innovative
measures like retentian bonus, employee stock option ptan (ESop) and career growth
opportunities to stem the tide, butmany of these meosures have notyielded'the expected otitcomes.
Now, the rise of human capital analytics (HCA) has given the compinies an opportunity to ideptifi,
the employees who are likely to leave and take pre-emptive qctions to retain thim. Many comparties
h.qve started proactively storted to deploy ute, oruiit with diflbrent results and outcomes. rhis
reseqrch paper seeks to explore how successful hqs been the ipplication of HCA to bring clor,,,t:attrition rotes in service-oriented companies and whatfurther'meqsures could be unclertcrken :cimprovisethe model.

Keywords: Human capital Analytics, Attrition Rate, service Sector

1. THEPROBLEMSTATEMENT

Industry is generally classified under two heads --- the Manufacturing Sector and the S=:.-.:=
Sector' In the manufacturing secto[ artrition has been more or less a 'manageable, issue .!,,..::. 

-_-:machines dominating over the manpower. Companies have the alternative lo :,..= _--functions process oriented and proceis dependent io that humans are easilv replac=::.= . , . _,robots or mechanized systems. The rise oiautomation and artificial intelligenc3 ra-r .-::....created the ground to go for processes that are less dependent on human r:.:::-..::.:--
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TheservicesectoE, onthe otherhand, is more dependentonknowledgeworkers who bringinthe
intellectual prowess in the work processes. The loss of manpower due to attrition inflicts
substantial damages in service sector companies as they lose intellectual property along with
the loss of trained manpower. The $150 billion Indian information technology (lT) industry
suffers the most due to high attrition rates. TCS, Infosys and Wipro together lost a staggering
1,00,000 employees in 2015 fSource: Business Inside[ 29th ]uly, 2015). The attrition rate in
information technology flT sector) has been averaging at around 20o/o for the past few years.
The attrition rate in business process outsourcing [BPO) and Call Centres are even higher
clocking between 30 to 50%0. The PwC Saratoga India Survey 201,7-12 reported that 35%o of
workforce in India has tenures of less than two years. The resignation rate in banks was 2.9 times
more than thatfor engineering and manufacturing organizations.

Attrition rates in different sectors
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Figure - 7 : Attrition Rates in different sectors

Z. THE RISE OF HUMAN CAPITAL ANALYTICS

Human Resources Management has now moved from just analysing performance and
conducting appraisals to predictive analytics wherein they try to forecast events before they
actually happen. In the book 'Moneyball: The Art of Winning an Unfair Game', the author Michael
Lewis has illustrated how baseball teams in USA are using Sabermetrics to create a balanced
team at optimum cost and win games. Such technologies, software and predictive models have
now moved out of the realms of fantasy into practical work Iife scenario where companies are
using tools to predict future outcomes.
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The HR Function has moved from descriptive analytics to predictive analytics. Earlier, the
information sought was on what happened, why it happened, who was responsible and what
was the effect NoW using predictive analytics, companies are trying to know what can happen
and what pre-emptive action can be taken to get the desired outcome. The HR Department is
now proactively using risk management, talent forecasting, targeted retention and turnover
modellingto manage the processes and increase effectiveness, efficiency and productivity.

Gitali Halder and Anindya Dey, two scientists working at Hewlett Packard [HP), developed a
model called 'Flight Risk' that can accurately predict when an employee is likely to leave the
organisation. They analysed two years of employee data like such as salaries, raises, job ratings
and job rotations. Then they correlated the data with the records of the employees who had quit
in the past to build the Flight Risk Model. Interestingly, their model snowitfrit promotions are
always not a good thing. The employees who are promoted more often are Iikely to quit soone4,
unless theyare backed up with significant salary increments.

Genpact uses Survival Analysis and Cox Proportional Hazard Model to predict attrition and
identify the time interval when it is more likely to happen. Using Cox Proportional Model, the
employees are classified into attrite and non-attrite class with B0% accuracy. As per definition
given by Cornell University Statistical Consulting Uni! 'Survival analysis is generally defined as a
set of methods for analyzing data where the outcome variable is the time until the occurrence of
an event of interest. The event can be hiring transfeS, promotion or resignation.' Hazard Models
are a class of survival models in statistics. Cox proportional hazards models are used to model
survival time using covariates. In the case of Genpac! the model has been used to predict
attrition as illustrated below:

Predicted

Actual Non-Attrite Attrite

Non-Attrite A B

Attrite C D

Model Accuracy =
IA+D)

A+B+C+D

Companies have now moved ahead from measuring satisfaction level of employees thrcug:
questionnaires to crowd-sourcing data from social sites. Data is being collectedlrom social si;=s
like Facebook, Linkedln, Twitte4 Instagram and Glassdoor. Buttherels also a raging conrro:.-.:-i'.-
going on whether employers should invade into the private life and postings*of Implove=s ...
social networks.

Presently,manyorganizationslikeGoogle, IBM,AmericanExpress,Deloitte, Infosr.s,\i-.::- a:.:
others have also developed predictive models to bring down attrition and increase 13:.::.::.
Buthow effective have been the deployment of HCA in bringingdown attrition in these

i+
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organizations? This research paper seeks to explore how successful has been the application of
HCA to bring down attrition rates in service oriented companies and what further measures
could be undertakento improvisethe model

3. REVIEWOFTITERATURE

Rashmi Farkiya, in her research paper titled A Study on Overview of Employee Attrition in India'
(201,4) has stated that the pressures in the free economy, breakdown oftrade barriers, fierce
competition and globalization are making enormous demands on today's corporation to
compete in every domain. The biggest challenge being faced by entrepreneurs, leaders and
managers in these turbulent and uncertain times is to retain the talented employees and reduce
attrition rate.

Dr S. Sundararajan, in his study titled 'Employee Attrition and it's determinants in Service
Sector' (201,6) has found that high attrition rate causes a high employee turnover in an
organization, reducing quantity and quality of an organization's manpower. Organizations face a
lot of difficulty in managing the cost of training new employees, aligning them to the
organizational environment and retaining them.

Dr Shine David, in his study titled Attrition in IT Sector' [2015) states that attrition can bring
losses to an organisation as awhole. Therefore job attrition can bevery costlyto the organisation
because it takes lot of time, efforts and resources to train and develop employee, so that they
work effectively and efficiently for that particular organisation and in case employees leave their
jobs it cause greatloss to the companybecause thentheyhave to train another employeewith all
the sources again.

4. RESEARCHOBIECTTVE

The objective of the study is to conduct a study on application of human capital analytics (HCA)
in the service sector companies to understand the effectiveness of the tool in reducing attrition.

5. RESEARCHDESIGN

The methodology used here is descriptive research using primary and secondary data. A sample
study was done on 30 organizations belonging to Information Technology flT), Information
Technology Enabled Services QTES), Banking Retail, Hospitality and Telecom. The companies
were randomly chosen on the basis of whether they are actually using human capital analytics
[HCA) in the process of estimating and controlling retention. The data collected is secondary in
nature and collected from journals, magazines, newspaper articles and authentic research
papers. The time period of the study is 2001 to 2076. The data has been analysed using case
study analysis to draw inferences from logical analysis.

PRINI/SS/V :097i-7251
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If initially, it was a handful of companies like Hewlett packard [Hp), IBM, procter & Gamble
[P&G), sprint and Genpact who stirted proactively adopting hurnan capital analyrics 1HCA),today the number of companies who havelumped into tne uariawagon are significantly large. Asper the Global Human capital Tends 2016 _Tpg.t published uiioetoitteithe percenta-ge ofcompanies who have developbd predictive HCA haslncreased fiom Z4o/o to 3z%.Analytics isnow being actively used to predict flight ris( selecting high-performing job appiicants,
identifying high performing employees, piedicting compliance iiski, analyzing ungrg"'-"nt rrd
culture and identifying high value career paths for future leaders.

our study shows that the deployment of human capital analytics [HCA) is indeed giving an edge
to service sector companies in understanding analyzing ,na taking pre-emptive measures tobring down the attrition rates. The attrition rate in tnfosys has come down from 20o/oto.l,B.3o/o
and is expected to fall even further. The attrition rate ai TCS has fallen from 1,3.60/o to 1z.g%o.
Although the full credit cannot be attributed to HCA, but the top Ieaders at the service companies
are acknowledgingthat HCA is playinga key role in containing;ftrition.

As per a HR Systems Survey done by CedarCrestone, organizations who have deployed HCA
systems are outperforming other organizations withoutthese technologies on orr" rrrd"t*o y"r.
sales growth as well as average sales per employee by 35o/o,37o/o, aid 37o/o . Human Capital
Analytics [HCA) has been successful in doing e*pioy"u-r"gmentation in a more effective wiy so
that good employees are rewarded and the bad ones ar6 weeded out. HCA has also brought
transparency in the system and the employees are well aware about what parameters and how
they are evaluated. This has resulted in more trust and confidence in their organizations leading
to lowerattrition.

Howevex, there are also concerns raised with regards to HCA. Companies are currently crowd-
sourcing data from social sites such as Facebook, Linkedln, Twitter,lnstagram and Glaisdoor to
understand the satisfaction and dissatisfaction level of employees. This has increased the
concern of employees as they feel it as an invasion on their private lives. The companies need to
effect a measure where the line between genuine data colleition and unwanted snooping is well
demarcated.

7. CONCLUSION

Service organizations have to grapple with the challenges of intangibility, perishability,
variability, inseparability and also the challenge of maintaining quality sLnaaias. To maintain
quality standards, theyneed to have well trained and highly motivited Lmployees who will offer
services with absolute dedication and high level of professionalism and performance. This will
be possible only when employees have a longer tenure in the organization and attrition rates are
kept under control. As explained in our study, human capital analytics is a wonderful tool that
will help organizations to gauge the employee aspirations and take pre-emptive measures to
address their areas ofconcerns.
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ABSTRACT:

In this digital age, marketeys face a lot of new challenges and opportunities. Digital marketing is

the promotionif products or brands through one or more forms of electronic mediq. lt. is often

termed as online marketing, internet marketing or web marketing' The main airy ol digitnl

marketing is to grqb the att6ndon of customers and encouraging them to interqct with the brand

throughitgitatmeaia.The aim of this articte is to focus onthe impartance of digital marketing for
both marketers and consumers. The study aims to cover the impactof digital marketing, itsvaious

forms and i* effectiveness onthe Consumerbehaviour'

1. INTRODUCTION

Internethas opened a lotof opportunities fortoday's business. Transmission of information has

become 
"rry 

dr" to digital media and help to grow the business. Digital Marketing is one kind of

marketing widely 6"d to promote products or services in order to reach consumers by using

digital chinneb. bigital marteting iJ used for targeted, measurable and interactive marketing of

products or servicei to reach the viewers and convert them into consumers, It includes mobile

phor", [both SMS and MMS), social marketing, search engine marketing and other digital media'

bigitrt marketing refers to different promotional technique used to reach customers through

aifitat technologies. Digital marketing includes an extensive selection of service, product and

brind marketing tacticswhich uses internet as a promotional medium in addition to mobile, TV

and radio. Westside brand uses email newsletter to keep in touch with customers and this builds

customer brand loyalty. Magazine publishers can increase their subscription by drMng their

customers into internet wiih emails and SMS messages. The major benefit of social media

marketing is reducing costs and maximum reach.

Electronic media has become the dominant marketing force for building brand image and

customer relationship. For example, KFC put its famous bucket at the centre of its Christmas

campaign with the idea that "those who roll togethe4, feast together". The brand brought six

daniers through a step dance performance in which KFC's bucket serves as the only instrumenl
The perform"r." *rt.rptured in one take to the Sam Cooke song" Good Times". The campaign

byMotheris goingto include radio, outdool social medi4 in-restaurant, editorial andTV.

The main objective of this paper is to find out the impact of digital marketing in the modern

market. The additional objectives are as following:

PRlNr/SSN :0973-7251
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L. INTRODUCTION

Internet has opened a lot of opportunities for today's business. Transmission of information has

become easydueto digital media and help to growthebusiness. Digital Marketingis one kind of

To analyse the effects of different forms of digital marketing on organization's sales

To discussvarious impliiations of digital marketingto the firm and customer'

2. SCOPEOFTHESTUDY

This study will be helpful in getting an insight into the impact of digital marketing in customer

buyingdecision.

3. LITERATUREREVIEW

With the rise of social media, marketing departments now have various options available to

them for branding their products, such as advertising, publishing ofbrand content, participation

in social networks and developing engagement opportunities for consumers to participate with

the brand [Ashley & Tuten, 20LS). According to Stone and Woodcock [2013), applications or

content for digital marketing can be designed to engagewith the consumer at anytime and in any

place,withthe purpose of informing, educating, entertainingorprovidinginsights forthebrand.

Limited research has been done on digital marketing from an organisation's perspective, as

studies have focused more on the consumer [Tiago & Verissimo, 20L4). Digital marketing

medi4 which is regarded as a new marketing tool, has much to offer academics in the field of

research; the Marketing Science Institute identified digital technology and consumers as a

currenttrendingtopic and identified it as atop tier research area.

Due to the recent trends in technological advancements, different digital marketing channels

and consumer behayiours have seen a shift, which has impacted the consumer decision making

process when it comes to product purchases. Consumers' engagement with brands has changed,

thus organisations need to adapttheir marketing strategies to reach them.

pRlNr/ssN : 097i-725L l-l oNtl/vE /ssN : 2230-729X
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Digital
Marketing

Definition

Email Marketing Digital marketing that delivers messages to an
audience

0nline Advertising Advertisements that are displayed on the internet

Affiliate Marketing An online affiliate markets products of an organisaticn
and

Search
Engine

Marketing that is related to searches on the internet

Pay Per
CIick

An online advertising system whereby the advertiser
pays for

Social Media
Marketing

The creation, publication and sharing ofcontent by
indMduals

Digital marketing channels fStokes, z0tl)

The channels to reach consumers through digital marketing are indicated in above, which are
email marketing, online advertising affiliate marketing, search engine marketing, pay per click
advertising and social mediachannels (Stokes, 2011).

The rise of the internet provided a new channel for consumers and brands to connect, and also
providedconsumers withmore choice, influence andpower [Stokes, 2077). According toAl
Kailani and Kumar (2071), the internet enabled organizations aim to reach consumers on
a worldwide scale, whereby consumers survey, select and purchase products from
organisations around the world. Due to the rise of the internet, consumers now have more
control of their media consumption than ever before [Bright &Daugherty,2012).According
to research undertaken by Tiago and Verissimo (201,4), the web is a resourceful tool for
organisations to create strong brands and gain a competitive advantage. Firms have utilised
the benefits of the internetthrough the adoption of social media in order to provide information
and connectwith consumers and stakeholders to generate sales (Tiago &Verissimo, 2074).

Another research conducted by Kuma4 Bezwad4 Rishika, fanakiraman and Kannan {20L6)
found that social media marketing is importan! and that organisations use these channels to
communicate and manage consumer relationships. According to Rasool Madni [2014), social
media enabled consumers to be at the centre of an organisation's activities and is a new tool for
interacting with consumers.
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An organisation's brand is a symbol which organisations leverage to attract consumers and
g:iln a competitive advantage [Malik Ghafoo4, Iqbal, AIi, Hunbal, Norman, & Ahmad, 2013).
Advertisement as a marketing strategy is impactful in attracting consumers to an organisation's
product and having a positive influence on the buyrng behaviour of consumers. Consumer
buying behaviour is infl uenced by having knowledge and being orientated with the brand.

Consumer behaviour can be defined as the study of how indMduals, organisations and groups
select, buy and make use of products, services, experiences or ideas to satisfir their need and
wants (Kotler & Keller,2072). An extensive research has been conducted and models created on
consumer behaviou[ such as the Nicosia Model, Howard-Sheth Model, Engel- Kollat-Blaclnnrell
Model, Stimulus-Response Model and Foxall's Behavioural Perspective Mo.del of purchase and
consumption.

On the basis of interactive reyiew of literature, we propose the Black Box Consumer Behaviour
Model of Kotlerand Keller(2012) forthis researchpaper.
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Consumer Behaviour Model fKotler & Keller,2012)

The above 4 factors considered mainly are Consumer Psychology, Consumer Characteristics,
Marketingand otherfactors which affectthe buying behaviour of consumer.

Management Implications and Findings

4. CONSUMERCHARACTERISTICS

The above 4 factors considered mainly are Consumer Psychology, Consumer Characteristics,
Marketing and other factors which affect the buying behaviour of consumer.

Cultural, social and personal factors influence a consumer's buying behaviour. Factors of
culture are made up of three aspects, i.e. culture, subculture and social class. Consumers'

rt
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wants and behaviours are determined by culture [Kotler & Kellea 2012). A consumer's culhrre

is influenced by values and perceptions learnt from family members or the society to which a

consumer is exposed. Sociil clasies are divisions in society, which includes consumers that

share similar behaviours, interests, and values, and these divisions are hierarchically ordered

(Kotler & Kellef, 2012).The social standing of consumers illusffates an aspect of a division in

society, and through social classgs, consumers' media engagement, lifestyle and consumption

patterns are imPacted.

Social factors include reference groups, families, roles and status. Attitudes and behaviours of

consumers are directly or indiiectly influenced by reference groups, which include fam]ly'

friends, colleagues in ihe workplace, and professional or religious groups fKotler & Keller'

ZO1,Z). A consirmer's lifesryle is adapted through the learnings derived from interactions and

associations with referen." g.o.rpt. the most influential consumer in the group is regarded as

the opinion leadel who isthJconsumerthatoffers advice and information on aproduct fKotler
&Keiel 2012).Thelast conceptof consumer characteristics is personalfactors,which consists

of age and liferycle, occupation and economic circumstances, personality and self-concepq and

lifes"tyle and values. As consumers age their preferences change and they go through different

life cycles, such as moving from being single io being married, and having a family' Consumers'

preferences and perceptlons change ,r th"y move through their life rycle, so digital media

content needs to be developed and adapted to these behavioural changes to reach them'

personality incorporates the psychological characteristics of consumers that respond to

environmental stimuli and impact buying behaviour. These characteristics include

adaptability, sociability, autonomy, deference ind defensiveness. In relation to this brand also

nrul p"rro.ralities, *iri.t include characteristics such as sophistication, sincerity'

.ugg"dr".r, excitement and competence' Digital marketing of the brand needs to align with

thJlersonalities of the target tnrrk"t to have an impact on the consumers' buying behaviour

and'p."fe."nce. The last cioncept of personal factors is lifestyle and value' Lifestyle is the

interests, activities and opinioni thrtio.rrumers live by (Kotler & Kellec 20\2), while values

are the belief systems of consumers that influence their attitudes and behaviour'

Organisations must design digital marketing initiatives in order to create a relationship with

targeted consumers based on their lifestyles and value systems.

As illustrated, the aboye consumer characteristics have an impact on consumer behaviour'

Taking the above factors into consideration, organisations need to adapt their digial

markeling initiatives to reach out to the different segments of consumers to create awareness

and influence their buying decision.

5. CONSUMERPSYCHOLOGY

As illustrated, the above consumer characteristics have an impact on consumer behaviour'

Taking the above factors into consideration, organisations need to adapt their digiAl To

underitandthelink between marketing stimuli and consumers' purchasing decisions,

organisations must be cognisant of five important psychological processes that influence

PR/NI /SSN : 0973-7257 ONLINE ISSN : 2230-729,Y
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the consumer. These are motivation, perception, learning, emotions and
& Kellet2012).

Consumers haveneeds, which turnintomotivation toacttosatisfythose needs whenthere
is a sufficient level of intensity for action to be considered. Once a consumer is motivated they
are ready,to act, and their actions are influenced by their perceptions. A perception is an
illustration created by a consumer through the process of information selection, organisation
andinterpretation fKotler&Kellel 2012).Consumers'exposure todigitalmarketing content
has increased on the internet due to technological advancements. The vast exposure ofdigital
media has led consumers to be more selective about engaging with products being
advertised, therefore organisations need to drive marketing activities that attract
consumers' attention [Noel, 2 009).

Through actions learning takes place, and through learning a behavioural change takes
placebecause of experience gained from the action taken [Kotler & Keller, 2012). The
buying experience of consumers evolves as they learn. A purchase might not be made from the
first action, but brand awareness may be created which can then Iead to a future purchase.
Organization should develop their digital marketing initiatives to drive brand awareness.

Consumers have emotional responses and may relate to a brand or advertisement with
different emotions. With a brand a consumer feels proud, confident or excited, whilstwith
advertisements they feel wonde4, disgust or amusement (Kotler & Keller, 2012). These
emotions have an influence on the buying behaviour of consumers, thus organisations should
develop digital marketingcontentthatimpacts positivelyon consumers' emotions.

Through learning experiences consumers create memories, storing the knowledge they
have acquired over time, including aspects such as products, services, purchasing and
experience of product usage (Noel, 2009).There are two types of memories, i.e. short- term
memory and long- term memory; long-term memory is more permanent and is where a
consumer's lifeexperience andtheinformation theyencounterendsup. Information maybe
in the memory but may not be recalled by consumers unless they are exposed to retrieval cues
orreminders fKotler & Kellef,2012). Digital marketing is a powerfultool that can be effectively
used for retrieval cues and reminders.

Organization need to understand the five key psychological processes which are
motivation, perception, learning, emotions and memory that link marketing stimuli to
consumers' purchasingdecisions, andadapttheirdigital marketing initiatives thereto to
enable thepurchase decision totakeplace.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Digital Marketing has emerged to.be a crucial approach for many organizations. This has
become an inexpensive tool for small business proprietors to market their product or

W
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ABSTRACT:

"Hands that rock the cradle rule the world" is a proverb which expresses the calibre and the
multitask activities that our womenfolk are capable of undertaking. Social media is emerging as a
transforming tool across the nationsfor uplifting the identity and status of women in the society. It
provides powerful new ways to create and navigate social environment. More so ever, it is coming
up as a wonderful tool for women to source information and across geographical bound.aries with
the click of a button. With the advent of social media and the changing mindset of the people the
women of today are changing their role from just homemakers to major contributor to the
economic development af the country. Social media platforms are acting like a catalyst in this
process of change. These social networking sites not only pave a way for communicating across the
globe butthey haveplayed a major role in empowering women, encouraging the civic participation
among women in Western, Middle East and Asian countries. This paper focuses on the current
transforming scenario of wamen in the male dominant socieet like India and also the role of social
media in accelerating this transformation and making women self-sufficient and confident to voice
her opinions and have equalopportunities.

Kelmords: Women Empowerment, Social Media, Society Transformation,Women Participation.

1. INTRODUCTION

The world today has transformed into an era of 'technology'. Technological revolution has
changed the phase ofsociety by spreading awareness about sectors like heilthcare, education,
E-governance, E- Commerce etc by connecting the remotest areas with the global world. And for
achieving such revolution, social media has essentially played a vital rol" in changing the
thinking, capacities and action ofpeople in the society.

The use of social networking sites like Facebook TWitter, Linkedln, YouTube and Instagram etc
has become one of the popular ways for connecting and socializing with others. Inihe 2tst
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century these social media platforms have become the source for breaking news, for bringing
people togethe!, for sharing instant updates oftheir lives through photographs and videos etc
Last but not the least it has successfully erased the distance, *"-"lf ,t y -eliconnected and we
get information about different demographics tastes of their lifestyles etc.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

The inception of Social networking sites in the year 7997 have become the path for creating
more aware and concrete society. According to a recent research of PEW pro;Lct survey 2014:
India ranks second in Facebook and third in twitter usage furthe r, 40o/o of them access social
networkingontheirmobilephones and 28%o are assessingthem through othermodes.

Indiais a countrywitharound 1.2 billionpeopleand almost50% ofthemconsistofwomen.With
time, the status of Indian women has improved with respect to equal rights, opportunities and
equal status in the society. In this remarkable transformaiion technotogy fras pliyed a direct role
in enabling the women to reach out globally. Mediums like personaiiltogr, Linkedln, Twitter
Instagram etc' have proved to become as a new career option for many. Furthermore, the smart
phone affordability has also allowed women an easy access to Internet and stay connect edZ4x7 .

According to a report released in June 2013, titled "Women and Web Study", out of total 150
million Internet users in India, more than 60 million women use Internet to manage their daily
routine needs. Another recent report published by Goggle clearly says thai Internet is
empowering Indian women with easy access to information and helping [hem to make more
informed decisions in their day-to-day life. online presence in social medi is providing women
with new freedom, independence and control, liberty, and empowerment like never before. It
helps themto trythings thatwere impossible inthe reil scenario.

3. OBIECTIVES

o To understand howsocial media is actingas an agentof change forwomen.o To understand howsocial mediahas given newhorizons to thewomeno To focus on the challenges faced by the women in their day to day life.o To recommendtheways suitable forwomen empowermentthrough social media.

4, RESEARCHMETHODOLOGY

The paper is an attempt to study how social media is contributing in women empowerment, -\is
studyis totallybased on secondarydata collected frombooks,wJsites and internet.

5. SOCIALMEDIA

Social media is the social interaction among people in which they create, share or e:rchange
information and ideas invirtual communitieJand networks atanytime and anywhere.

Mangalmay clournal of Managem""t A T*"n"otog5,
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6. EMPO\ryERMENT

Empowerment is a construct that transforms an individual from the state of powerlessness to a

state of relative control over one's life. It helps in building competencies, improved decision-

making power inside an individual helping one in overall upliftment'

7 , SOCIAL MEDIA: ASANAGENT OF CHANGE

Social media is a powerful vehicle for highlighting the women's centric issues like gender

equality, literacy etl. It galvanizes action in all means around the globe and encourages the policy

*rtn..i to step up with new commitments. With the advent of social media outlets such as blogs,

online discusiion forums, and online communities. It has clearly supplemented the traditional

media outlet such as newspapers, magazines, and television programs. Social media has the

potential of grabbing outmost attention of people. It adds on qualities such as easy accessibility

ind accountability is creating a new plethora where women are challenging issues of

discrimination and stereotYPes'

8. SOCIALMEDIA:ADDINGVOICETOVOICELESS

In the current scenario, social media have become the promoter of feminist ideologies' There

have been many powerful online campaign & hashtags which were specially created to garner

the attention on the issues sidelined by the mainstream media. People have come forward and

showed their interest in such campaign by sharing, tweetin& hash taging their views, rage and

demand for justice on social media. Some ofthe very recent examples are Delhi gang rape, where

people have shovr.n their absolute support by putting a simple black dot with a white

tackgrornd as their profile picture in different social media handles. Another recent example of

women centric campaign going viral on the social media sites is #MeToo challenge started from

the street of New York, it has taken its direction to India also. It exploded in the wake allegations

ofdecades ofsexual assault done byrenowned producers and actors etc. The #MeToo challenge

has really worked well in bringing the women forward, to speak for themselves about the

misdeeds and sexual harassmentthey had to face in the past.

The mass participation on such campaign often resulted in creating an indirect pressure on the

gorr..n1n".rtwhichhas always workoutwell, forcingthe governmentto take strictaction against

the culprit.

g. SOCIALMEDIA: TRANSFORMINGTHEWOMEN IDENTITY

Digital Activism is the form of activism that uses the internet and digital medium as key platform

foimass mobilization. The liking and sharing of social media posts is motivating the women to

try the things that were impossible for them before and it infuse them with new

freedom,indefendence, control, liberty, and empowerment like never before. For example,

many homemikers have started their own online businesses. It has helped in giving them a new

ideniity by making them a successful entrepreneur. Social networking has really turnoutto be a

friend indeed th;t gives her both intellectual and emotional company with her identity.
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10. OBSTACLES ON THE PATH OF WOMEN EMPOWERMENT

Illiteracy: - To be literate is a pre-requisite and an instrument of empowerment. The more
literate the population, the more conscious and carrier option they have. It varies
considerably across gende6, across region and across social gioups. ThL [terary rate for
women is almost 22o/o less that of men. However; with ttme, it has arisen 150lo between
L991,-2A07.

Digital Divide: - The vast majority of the population of India has always Iift in the rural areas
and that continues to be true. The 2001 census found that 72o/o of ottr population still lives
in the village, while 2BVo is living in cities and tor,rrns. So, the digital divide in infrastructure
between rural and urban areas becomes a challenge for the *omen to have access to new
technologies.

Lack of networking with the stakeholders: -Women are often seen stake within the
boundaries of their homes, this constraint often took them away from the opportunity of
networking with the potential stakeholders of the society and negatively affecf the success
of women's online activism.

Overloading of information and scaling up: - A series of small online campaigns on specific
issues can scale up the amount of information for a general public to grasp which can iead to
activism fatigue.

Cyber Bullying and Hacking of personal data: -ln the past most of the women have become
the victim of cyberbullying and hacking of personal data. It has become quite easy for
anyone to create a fake account and send intimate messages, vulgar images, vide-os &
threats on the internet which create discomfort among the women and scare them to use
social media sites in nearfuture.

Censorship and harassment: -Government has censored the personal blogs &websites
w-ritten on female subjects. The cumulative attacks on female activism and repeated cases
of sexual harassment often make the women to take the step behind and silence their onli
volces.

LL. RECOMMENDATIONS

Training of women:- Basic and advanced training should be provided to women to make
the greater use of information technology for communication.

Capacity building:- Working on capacity building of women to Increase their participation
in decision makingand in leadership role.

il
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r Inclusive networking:- Involvement of grassroots women and traditional media can help in
highlighting the local issues faced in daily lives. Building collaborative campaigns and
extensive advocacy can pave the way to such problems.

. Use ofAlternate Media: Generation of alternate media can be used for empoweringwomen
and fur discouraging the derogatory portrayal of women, these mediums often have a great
influence onthe media.

o Gender Sensitivity Strategies: Effective use of media for creating awareness on gender
sensitive issues can help in establishing gender sensitivity in the society.

12. OBSTACLES ON THE PATH OFWOMEN EMPOWERMENT

Women who are being deprived of basic human rights and life chances are becoming
empowered due to social media. They now reach to various helpline through the initiative of
alternative media groups and members and connect with concerned people. Since
independence, efforts have been put in for removing all the obstacles which came across on the
path of an women. The various challenges posed by the new era have forced us to provide a
concrete and developmental aspects alternative in lieu of empowerment of women through the
possible available media. We need more action oriented programmed and policies which
inculcate in understanding the various technicalities and prospects of media keeping into
consideration women's empowerment a must need of the society.

Hence, the need ofthe hour is to educate women to cope and equip with the cyberworld so as to
revolutionize women empowerment. This study reflects that to educate women would have the
potential to educate others in return and can change their way of thinking and living. Lastly, with
the technological virtual presence ofthem it is all the more a miracle waiting to happen.
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OVERVIEW:

The book title "company Accounts" written by R s Singal is a fantastic collection of learningaccounting books for companies. The process of acciunting start from issuing of shares,forfeiture of shares and Re-issue or srraris..lt also includes the process of Issue of Debenturesfollowed by its redemption of debenture. Final Account, *Jailrrgrmation are the two mainhighlights of the book and lastly contains the process of Liquidation of the company. The bookcontains a very simple and clear Ianguage which i, ,na"rrtanaable by trru *uJ"rt* vrrrypractice questions along with ttre req-uirJd.lttust.rtiorsl;'il;in the book and has a verysystematic way of making the reader understand ,h" d;;; of recording a transacrionproperly'After completion of each unitthe authorhas mra"'Jr-uJons of questions accordingtothe prescribed format of syllabus unineJ uf-u.p. State unive.siiiet The year and the name ofthestate university is been recorded and the hints of solutio" fb;;;;rtions is also been given. Thebook is written in a very conceptual manner by_keeping in ,riJ* trr" fundamental concepts ofaccounts' The main highlight of the book which,fascinatJd -" io ."rri"* the book is trre step uystep explanation of the topic which enhances a classic base of accountancy in the mind ofreaders. pqov vt a

RS Singal is a Retd' Principal from FGM Government college Adampur Hisa,, and has an excelenthand on accountancy rnd.r rr"ry gooJ p-..rs of recirding ;;ssiSring and analysing the
H?H:::lf;jn 

the comPanies' rhis-bookis unique and has rnir-auptn rri*ruag";ir..i,unt,

Introduction:

The contents of the books include Issue, Forfeiture and Re-issue of Shares and Debentures, Finalaccounts of companyas perschedule vl, computation of ManrgJri n"-rneratio4Accountingfor amalgamation and holding comprriur ,ra riquidation of companies. The book contains theconcepts from the root level to the highest thinking 
".d"; 

f;il';;cfice of accounranry. The
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Amalgamation and consolidated balance sheet for holding companies is given stepwise in thebooks of accounts' Final Accounts includes various adjustments and is difficult to recordlorqaccording to the format of schedule vl but the authors explanation of the recording oftransactions is so systematic that the reader can easily understand and make them able topractice the sums.

The author has tried its tevet best to explain the various fundamentals of the concepts and haveincluded endugh practice questionsfor thte solven

Rationale for its Selection:

A professional accountant competent in business is an invaluable asset to the company. Thesepeople employ an inquisitive mind in their work based on their knowledge of the company,sfinances' Using their skills and intimate understanding ortne company and the environment inwhich it operates, professional business accountants ask challenging questi""r. il'";;accounting training allows them to adopt a pragmatic and objective approach to solvingproblems. This is a varuabre asset for mrn;g";;;,,-pl.,iJr.ry in smal and mediumenterprises where professional accountants_ are often the only professionally qualified staffmembers' The students need to improve their accounrrn.y irirr, specially BBA and MBAStudents which helps them for the follo*irg."rronr,

1. Protectingthe public Interest
2. Competingwiththedemands

? Maintainingthe overall Financial Growth ofthe Business4' closely monitoring your accounts receivable to illustrate trends or behaviours in yourcustomer base. It can arso cut dovvn on the costs you incur by pursuing Iate payers.5' Establishinga detailed budgetto help discoverinefficiencies withinyour operations.6' sudden changes in vendor .ott, oi sales revenues can ,t..i you to important industrychanges.
7 ' understanding yo}r financial position in order to spot probrem areas that could interferewith loans earmarked for expansion.
Conclusion

From the above we can conclude that accounting not only helps an enterprise to conduct its dayto day actMties smoothly but also helps in its future growth. At the same time financialstatements produced by various accounting systems are used by multiple stakeholders to takeeconomic decisions' Proper reporting and accounting practices ielps in maintaining investors,confidence and brings economicgrowth aswell.

overall this bookis aworth to read andthe readerwill surelyenjoythe Iearningof accounts beentaken as an when moves fu1h9r by completing the units one by one. The author has shown hisvast experience and knowledge by giving rrih , great gift in foim of book to all the newupcomingaccountants.
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